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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

101. The balance sheets and accounts of the three European Development Funds 
for the financial year 1974 were approved by the Commission on 6 May 1975 and 
transmitted to the Audit Board on 22 May 1975. They were not published in 
the Official Journal until 29 March 1976. 

The balance sheets and accounts for the financial year 1975, which were 
provisionally completed on 29 March 1976 and were subsequently adjusted on the 
basis of observations made by the Audit Board, had not been approved by the 
Commission by the date on which the present report was completed. 

The financial regulations currently in force stipulate that the accounts 
must be completed and forwarded to the Audit Board by 31 March. 

The draft financial regulation governing the fourth EDF puts back the 
date for forwarding the accounts to the Audit Board to 1 June whilst retaining 
15 July as the final date for completion of the Audit Board's report. If 
this timetable were to be adopted it would weaken the degree of control 
exercised and at the same time make it impossible to have a proper examination 
accompanied by _reciprocal discussion. 

102. The most recent discharge decision relates to the EDF accounts for 1971. 
The decision was taken on 22 July 1975. The report of the Audit Board on 
the accounts for the financial year 1974, together with the Commission's 
replies to the observations contained in that report, was not forwarded to 
the authorities responsible for giving a decision on discharge until 7 November 
1975. 

Such delays are detrimental to the effectiveness of the audit. They 
hold up any conclusions which the budgetary authorities might draw from the 
criticisms made and prejudice the work of future audits. 

103. As in earlier reports, it has to be stated that the performance of 
inspection visits by the Audit Board has again encountered several obstacles. 

The Audit Board had requested that the minutes of the EDF Committee 
should be forwarded to it regularly, holding the view that these documents 
were indispensable for assessing the commitments entered into and sound 
financial management of projects. In refusing to accede to this request, 
the Commission pleaded the obligation of secrecy with regard to the Committee's 
work and discussions, invoking Article 6 (5) of the Rules of Procedure of 
the EDF Committee. 
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These rules (1) expressly provide that documents relating to the 
Committee's work and discussions may be transmitted only to the competent 
authorities of Member States and of the Community institutions. The Audit 
Board, considering itself to be a "competent authority of the Community 
institutions" with respect to the EDF, therefore repeated its request that 
it should be sent copies of the minutes. 

This request remained unanswered for a very long time. It was not until 
10 March 1976, on the occasion of a reply by the President of the Council to a 
parliamentary question, that the Audit Board learned that the Committee's 
minutes were to be circulated, albeit in very restricted fashion, that a 
certain amount of discretion was considered necessary, and that1 furthermore

1 
these documents were only in rare instances of interest. to the Audit Board 
but that they could be sent to the latter if it so requested for audit reasons 
in connexion with closed projects. 

A note from 00 VIII on 30 March 197& confirmed that "it had been decided 
to include extracts from the relevant minutes of the Fund Committee in the 
files of closed projects submitted for audit." 

The Audit Board cannot agree with this interpretation of its rights and 
duties. The Audit Board strongly stresses that all its requests for 
information are self-evidently made "for audit reasons", that it has the right 
under the provisions of the financial regulations to call for any information 
it considers necessary for the accomplishment of its tasks, and that its 
auditing duties, far from being confined to the examination of operations 
relating to closed projects, extend to all operations of commitment and payment 
reflected in the annual accounts submitted to it for inspection. 

104. Since the Commission had several times stated in its replies in the past 
that "the Audit Board's audit may under no circumstances relate to operations 
in progress", the Audit Board thought it appropriate, in its last report, to 
refute this erroneous conception of retrospective auditing and to remind the 
Commission that the audit is supposed to cover every commitment and payment 
which has been definitively authorized and entered in the accounts and for 
which administrators, authorizing officers and account1ng officers have assumed 
responsibility, whether those acts relate to an isolated and completed 
operation or are part of a larger project still in progress. The audit is 
retrospective because it takes place after the commitment decision has been 
taken, after the payment order has been executed and after the relevant 
accounting has been made. To postpone the audit until after the closure of 
the projects, in other words l..u many cases until several years after the 
execution of the financial operations concerned, would not only destroy its 
principal usefulness but would prevent the external control body from 
fulfilling its main duty, which is to certify the truthfulness of the accounts 
and the correctness of the operations which they reflect, for the bulk of the 
accounting entries concern precisely the current operations and for these the 
Audit Board receives no supporting documents. 

(1) Reproduced in similar terms in the Rules of Procedure of the Committee 
of the Fourth EDF, Article 11 (6). 
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The Audit Board argument, though repeated many times, does not appear to 
have been understood and this lack of comprehension has led to the introduction 
into the draft financial regulation governing the fourth EDF, submitted to the 
Council by the Commission on 15 March 1976, of provisions conflicting with the 
Audit Board's point of view. 

Whereas Articles 68 and 69 stipulate that the balance sheet and revenue 
and expenditure account must be submitted for examination, together with the 
supporting documents, to the Audit Board referred to in Article 206 of the EEC 
Treaty and that the object of the audit is to establish the legality and 
regularity of the revenue and expenditure in the light of the relevant 
provisions and to confirm that there has been sound financial management, the 
draft regulation finds it necessary to state that this ver ification "shall 
relate to projects that have been closed." 

This restriction utterly prevents the external control body from expressing 
an opinion on the balance sheets and accounts submitted to it for examination, 
because audit of the "closed" operations covers only a minute proportion of 
the transactions entered in the accounts. 

105. This stubborn reference to "closed projects" also caused those responsible 
for administering the EDF to reject, in a letter dated 17 November 1975, the 
Audit Board's request to be forwarded lists of the overseas visits by officials 
of Directorate-General VIII and of the reports on the outcome of those visits 
and its enquiry as to the possibility of officials of the external control 
body participating in the inspection visits. 

Since the time of that letter this inflexible attitude has been modified 
somewhat and consequently it was possible to arrange a joint visit to 
Madagascar in April 1976; the positive results of that visit would seem to 
have confirmed the usefulness of such visits, carried out as they are with 
mutual respect for the rights of the Community administrator, the national 
authorizing officer and the external control body. 

The Audit Board hopes that in future the co-operation already found to 
a large extent in the sectors of "own resources", the EAGGF Guarantee and 
Guidance Sections, and the Social Fund will be extended to the sector of the 
EDF. 

By contrast it has not been possible to obtain either the systematic 
communication of reports on visits in connexion with current projects nor of 
reports by resident supervisors or special investigators, on the use made of 
investment projects after completion despite the fact that the Audit Board 
has always considered consultation of such reports to be indispensable for 
a proper assessment of the quality of the financial administration of the 
EDF and the internal control situation. 

106. The postponement of the Audit Board's intervention until closure of 
the projects has even more drawbacks due to the fact that despite the progress 
made in this area files are still late in being closed and closure is not 
taking place in some cases until many months after the final payments have 
been made. 
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Checks carried out since the last report have again thrown up many 
instances of abnormal delays. 

107. The financial regulations state that there is a duty to inform the Audit 
Board of decisions on the appointment of authorizing officers, the financial 
controller, and accounting officers. 

In the matter of the principal authorizing officer, deputy authorizing 
officers and their alternates, and of the accounting officer and the assistant 
accounting officers, the most recent decisions date back to 25 July 1973. 
But for the year under review (1975) the appointments made in this capacity 
had ceased, in part, to correspond to the new organization of the directorate
general and the persons mentioned by name had in some cases given up their 
posts. 

The signatures on the supporting documents therefore no longer correspond 
to the delegations made. Regularization of these appointments has been 
postponed until the financial regulation governing the fourth EDF has been 
approved. 

In connexion with organization of the financial control of the EDF, the 
last official notification to the Audit Board related to a decision of 21 
December 1965 appointing the financial controller and his alternates. Since 
that time there have been changes in the organization and in the duties of 
the persons appointed. For quite a long time the same official has 
simultaneously performed the duties of deputy authorizing officer and controller 
of the authorization of payments. Here again, regularization of appointments 
has been post~oned. 

108. The work of the Audit Board has1 in several instances~revealed a lack of 
communication between the departments responsible for authorizing payments 
and the accounts departments. This inadequate co-ordination is the source 
of certain accounting anomalies, the appearance of various cases of overspending 
and the existence of delays, already mentioned, in the closure of projects. 

It must also be mentioned that reconciliation between the administrative 
accounts and the cash accounts is neither frequent nor strict and leaves 
differences which have to be adjusted. 
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CHAPTER 1 THE GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE FOUR FUNDS 

I. The first EDF 

109. Fourteen years after the exi>iry of the first Association Convention, which 
was concluded for a period of five years (1958-1962), the accounts of the first 
EDF have still not been closed. 

The power to commit expenditure had to be extended beyond 19b2 and it was 
not until 1972 that the decision, long advocated by the Audit Board, to halt 
new operations and transfer any unused balances still remaining to the second 
EDF was finally taken. These transfers, made in 1973 and 1974, involved nearly 
10 million u.a. 

Thus truncated, the funds allocated to the first EDF (581.25 million u.a.) 
had given rise to total commitments of 570.7 million u.a. by the end of 1975 
but this total still included 1.74 million u.a. of provisional commitments for 
whicn the relevant contracts had not yet been concluded; these provisional 
commitments related to projects in Algeria, Benin and Senegal. It is enough 
to say that for these countries at any rate it will not be possible finally to 
wind up the first EDF for several years. Moreover, it appears that the 
non-allocated reserves, amounting to 1.2 million u.a., will be insufficient to 
finance the completion of the projects still in progress. 

Examination of the accounts revealed cost overruns on six projects, to a 
total amount of 109 414 u.a. Adjustments will have to be made in the 1976 
accounts. 

It also became apparent that four payments made in 1975 in respect of 
projects relating to Algeria and amounting to FF 1 763 446 were not entered in 
the accounts until May 1976, thus distorting the revenue and expenditure account 
of the first EDF. 

Out of the 410 projects financed from the first EDF, 36 had not been closed 
by the end of 1975, contrary to the forecast by the EDF departments who in their 
replies to the preceding Audit Board report had put the number of projects whose 
execution would have to continue in 1976 at eight. 

These delays are the result of disputes with the firms involved, the 
postponement of final acceptance of work, or administrative carelessness in 
the transmission of documents. 

Thanks to new efforts on the part of the EDF departments, eleven projects 
were closed during the first four months of 1976. Constant vigilance remains 
necessary in order to expedite these closures. 
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II. The second EDF 

110. Valid, like the first Association Convention, for a period of five years 
(June 1964 - June 1969), the second Association Convention provided funds 
amounting to 730 million u.a. Once again, the power to commit expenditure 
had to be extended. 

As late as 1975 ten new financing decisions were taken, involving grants 
of 6 374 000 u.a. and loans on special terms of 2 303 000 u.a., whilst an 
investment project for 1 053 000 u.a. and a loan of 1 000 000 u.a. previously 
sanctioned were cancelled. Other decisions were still being made in respect 
of the Fund in 1976. · 

At the end of 1975 the im~lementation situation of the second EDF was as 
follows (in thousands of u.a.): 

Total appropriation 740 049 
Firm commitments 697 440 or 94.2'/b of the total allocation 
f'rovisional commitments 20 811 or 2 .85~ of the total allocation 
Financing operations pending 8 251 or 1.17..7 of the total allocation 
Total commitments 726 502 or 98.2)6 of the total allocation 
Payments made 680 894 or 92 .(Jjb of the total allocation 

The initial appropriation was increased by some 10 million u.a. coming 
mainly from the transfers of first EDF appropriatio'~ already mentioned. Of 
these unused balances transferred, only 6.4 million u.a. has so far been 
committed, to supplement the financing of second and third EDF }rejects. 

Distribution of the grants, laid down by Articles 17 and 18 of the 
Convention, has been changed several times. During 1975 a ceiling was set 
on production aid projects, releasing appropriations of 1.3 million u.a. 
which reverted to the overall appropriations of the second EDF and were 
subsequently allocated to the heading ''Investments", contrary to the provisions 
of the Convention. 

The amount of the provisional commitments and financing operations pending 
(over 29 million u.a.) seems very high considering that it is seven years 
since the expiry of this second Convention. In the case of the People's 
Republic of the Congo, the firm commitments still represent only 71.4% of the 
decisions taken. In the case of the sector 11All countries1', decisions 
relating to diversification aid, investments and special loans to an amount 
of over one million u.a. gave rise to no commitments. The same applies to 
the Netherlands Antilles in respect of the implementation of a loan on special 
terms. 

A special loan of 1 271 000 u.a. was granted to Senegal for the 
improvement of a farming region, replacing a loan of one million u.a. granted 
in 1974, the accounting treatment of which had been criticized by the Audit 
Board in its previous report (point 118). Treatment of the new loan is still 
incorrect, the additional amount of 271 000 u.a. having been entered under 
the heading ''All countries. 11 
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111. The Audit Board has several times had occasion to emphasize the necessity 
for bringing financial charging to the second ~DF up to date (1972 report, 
point 62; 1Y73 report, point 127; 1974 report, point 118). 

Invoking the uncertainties created by the rapid movement in prices since 
1973, the Commission stated that it was appropriate to postpone implementation 
of the revision. But the necessity for revising the ceilings for both the 
second and the third EDFs is now urgent following the adoption of the Lome 
unit of account and the emergence of substantial cost overruns on several 
projects. The operation was therefore initiated in the opening months of 
1976 and should be completed by the end of the year. 

It is expected to result in a halt being called to new decisions in 
respect of the second EDF and the transfer of the unused balances to the 
third EDF, as was decided in 1972 in the case of the first EDF. 

During 1975, total payments made amounted to 23 357 468 u.a., bringing 
the total payments made since commencement of operations under the second EDF 
up to 680 894 062 u.a. 

Although at the end of 1975 this cumulative total represents 97-~b of 
the firm commitments, the fact remains that out of the 926 projects and 
operations financed by the second EDF 206 were still in course of execution 
at that date. 

Here again, examination of the balances on the accounts has revealed the 
existence of overspending, relating to 25 projects and totalling 1 320 677 u.a., 
and adjusting entries will be required. 

112. On the liabilities side of the balance sheet the amount of contributions 
paid, which appeared in the 1974 balance sheet at 724 534 025 u.a., reached 
730 million u.a. in 1975 even though no new payment had been made under this 
head. The balance remaining to be collected, 5 465 975 u.a., is the 
theoretical exchange difference calculated on the contributions paid by the 
Member States and converted into u.a. on the basis of a transitional method 
of calculation explained in last year's report (point 120). This balance 
was transferred to the balance sheet of the third EDF following a Council 
decision of 9 December 1975 on the procedure for regularizing the balances 
of contributions remaining due under the head of the third EDF. 

Similarly, the sum of 3 868 245 u.a. which appeared in the 1974 balance 
sheet under the heading of cash accounts to be regularized pending the decision 
on the new definition of the unit of account (which was reached on 21 April 
1975) was also transferred to the third EDF. 

These two transfers were effected on 30 December 19(5 with, as their sole 
reference, the above-mentioned decision of 9 December 1975 on the regularization 
of contributions to the third EDF. 

The various items of revenue of the second EDF, consisting in the main 
of interest and gains on exchange, had been reduced in 1974 by an amount of 
1 729 934 u.a. which had been transferred, together with the balance of 
miscellaneous revenue of the first EDF amounting to 270 066 u.a., to a special 
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account opened in the name of "EDF Commission - AASH Building - Brussels." 
This allocation of 2 million u.a. was intended to finance premises to 
accommodate the administrative and commercial services of the AASM. 

Under a Council decision of 29 January 1976 a fresh transfer of 
1 656 4.30 u.a. was made from the miscellaneous revenue of the second EDF to 
this special account. 

The account in question, which is administered by the Co-ordinating 
Committee of the AASM and kept by the accounting officer of the EDF, was used 
in 1974 for the purchase of a plot of land. Since then, this initial plan 
seems to have been abandoned because later expenditure relates to the first 
instalments paid in connexion with the acquisition of a building. 

At 3 June 1976 the total amount pa1.d out of the special ncomrnission
Building-ACF'' account was Bfrs 183 658 000, made up as follows: 

30 December 1974 

2~ February 1976 

26 February 1g76 

2 Harch 1976 

Acquisition of land at 
37, rue du Lac, Brussels 

Exercise of option to purchase 
land with building in avenue 
Georges Henri 

Fayment on account of building 
work 

Signature of contract for 
purchase of building 

Bfrs 18 658 000 

Bfrs 70 000 000 

Bfrs 30 000 000 

Bfrs 65 GUO 000 

Bfrs 183 658 000 

In the light of the special statute of the Co-ordinating Council of the 
AASM, the purchaser of the land and the building, it is evident that the 
registration fees of Bfrs 2 068 169 included in the payment of Bfrs 18 658 000 
should be recovered and written back to the ucommission-Building-AASM" account 
which originally bore the charge. 

In fact, the Co-ordinating Council of the AASM received this amount 
into its own account at the beginning of 1975. Attempts by the finance 
and administration department of the EDF to recover it have been in vain. 
The Co-ordinating Council of the AASM, since replaced by the Council of 
Ninisters of the ACP, is thought to have used about Bfrs 577 900 of the money 
not only to pay the expenses of consultancy and improvements in connexion 
with the premises purchased in 1976 but also to meet operating expenditure 
of the ACP Council. 

In April 1976 a receivable order in the sum of Bfrs 1 485 269, 
corresponding to the unsupported balance of expenditure, was issued against 
the ACP Council. Such a procedure, which nets off revenue against expenditure 
and would cause the expenditure to escape both af~roval by the internal audit 
body and scrutiny by the external audit body, is contrary to the provisions 
of the financial regulation. 
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III. The third EDF 

113. The Convention governing the third European Development Fund came into 
force, after ratification, on 1 January 1971 and expired on 31 January 1975. 
Its life was, however, extended like that of the other Conventions. 

The initial allocation to the Fund amounted to 900 million u.a. 
Following the association of ~muritius it was increased by 5 million u.a. 
f.liscellaneous revenue ( 1 125 087 u .a.) and revenue originating from repayable 
aid (3 316 339 u.a.) brought the total amount of the ~und at the end of 1975 
up to 909 441 426 u.a. 

The trend of commitments and payments against the third EDF since its 
inception has been as follows (in thousands of u.a.): 

1:171 19?2 1973 1974 1975 

; Firm commitments 

· F'rovisional commitments Voir original 

Financing operations pending 

Total commitments 

·Payments 

The total commitments (856.5 million u.a.) are the result of 324 
financing decisions. 'I'hey represent 94.c;,; of the overall appropriation, a 
slightly lower percentage than that achieved in the year of expiration of 
the Convention of the secoLd EDF. 

The rate of utilization of the funds allocated to loans on special terms 
and to contributions towards risk-capital formation is only 70.6;-:, at the end 
of five years. In 1975 three loans were granted to a total amount of 5.55 
million u.a. but since 1973 no new commitment has been entered into for the 
second category of interventions and these participations still remain at 
2.5 million u.a. 

Firm commitments (640.6 million u.a.) represent 70.~~ of the total 
allocation to the Fund. The time required for implementing financing 
conventions continues to be rather long, especial~y for the Overseas Countries 
and Territories and Overseas Departments where the allocations for investments 
have been firmly committed only to the extent of .)3.1;~. 

The rate is as low as 40.7fo for the Netherlands Antilles and 11~ for 
,:Jurinam. In the case of l·~auritius no commitment has yet been charged in the 
accounts. 
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Examination of the balances on the accounts revealed, firstly, cost 
overruns over the commitments covering seven projects and a total of 
1 525 955 u.a. and, secondly, excess payments over the commitments covering 
27 projects and a total of 7 553 124 u.a. 

Payments shown by the accounts amounted to 487 million u.a., representing 
53.5~; of the total allocation to the :Fund. This overall percentage is the 
result of situations which vary very greatly according to the nature of the aid 
and the recipient countries. 

In the case of "general technical co-operation'', the rate of settlement 
(42.7%) seems low but the total does not include certain expenditure resulting 
from the multi-annual scholarship programjle for 1972-1':175, for which advances 
of 11.7 million u.a. were granted to five specialist bodies; this sum is 
shown on the assets side of the balance sheet pending the production of 
supporting documents which will enable the operations to be charged as 
expenditure. 

In the case of loans on special terms, the funds used represent only 
60.7% of firm commitments. 

In the case of general and technical superv1s1on, the payments made 
(28.3 million u.a.) still do not include the charges for the last financial 
year owing to the delay in closing the accounts of the EAC. This time-lag 
in accounting, which distorts the significance of the accounts of the EDF, 
has been pointed out many times by the Audit Board. 

On the liabilities side, out of the 905 million u.a. of contributions 
provided for, the amount of contributions called for totals 500 million u.a., 
which breaks down as follows: 

ContriLutions paid 
Balance to be paid for regularization 
1975 contributions overdue 

466 769 8o4.6b u.a. 
21 158 558.21 u.a. 
12 071 637.13 u.a. 

These entries stem from a decision taken by the Council on 9 December 1975. 

Since the abandonment of fixed parities in Hay 1971 the trend of the 
international monetary situation has continued to pose difficult problems 
both for administration of the EDF's cash resources and for regularization 
of its accounting entries. 

On the assets side of the balance sheet there a¥pear under the heading 
of "transactions to be regularized'' the debts to be collected from Hember 
States for contributions for 1973, 1974 and 1975, to an amount of 
33 230 195.34 u.a.; this sum is the difference between the amount of the 
contributions called for so far, 500 million u.a., and the equivalent in 
Lome units of account of the payments so far received, 466 769 804.66 u.a. 

But there is also on the assets side an account called "result of 
floating exchange rates" for an amount of 1 668 932 u.a. This balance is 
the result of the offsetting of, on the one hand, the amount of readjustments 
to the special accounts and contributions (30 049 ~87 u.a.) less the amount 
to be regularized adopted by the Council decision of 9 December 1975 
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( 

(21 158 .?58 u.a.), viz. 8 891 028 u.a., and on the other hand, the amount of 
the gains on exchange made in 1975, viz. 7 222 096 u.a. 

Owing to the monetary situation, this item will increase by more than 
2 million u.a. when Italy pays the 17 400 million lire charged to it under 
the head of regularization. 

This item does in fact reflect a loss, reducing by that amount the 
allocation made available to the Associated States. 

The cash resources of the three Funds, combined on the assets side of 
the balance sheet of the third EDF, appear at 17 740 633 u.a. 

In fact, this balance does not reflect the position at 31 December 1975 
of the accounts opened with the Treasuries of the Member States and the 
paying agents, because conversion into u.a. of the balances on these accounts, 
which are kept in national currencies, was not made on the basis of the rates 
prevailing on 31 December 1975 but by using rates in force on 2, 7 and 13 
January 1976 and even in some cases on the basis of the rates used at the time 
of the last transactions of the financial year which may go back several 
months. 

In the same way, the balance shown for the Algerian Development Bank does 
not reflect the real cash resources held in that account, owing to failure to 
account for four payments by the first EDF made in 1975 and already mentioned 
in this report under point 109. 

On the liabilities side of the balance sheet the miscellaneous revenue 
comprises 3 316 339 u.a. in revenue from repayable aid, both capital and 
interest. 

In earlier reports the Audit Board had mentioned that because of the 
delay by the European Investment Bank in transferring funds received by it 
under this head the EDF's accounts were about half a year late in reflecting 
these receipts. 

The account for 1975 shows only the repayments and interest received 
up to 31 July 1975, out of which the Council has decided to allocate 
751 097 u.a. to finance exceptional aid. 

Hov1ever, the sun:.s received by the EIB from 1 1-~ugust 1975 to 31 December 
1975, amounting to 409 312 u.a., are not shown in the account on the pretext 
that a Council decision of 22 July 1975 had provided for the ''placing to 
reserve" of the sums repaid by the States in receipt of loans as from 1 August 
1975, the Council having to decide later as to the allocation of these sums 
in the light of requirements. 

'l1he provis~ons of Article 19 (3) of the rules of the third EJJli' would 
seem to imply that pending a decision by the Council on either repayment to 
the Member States or transfer to other operations this revenue from repayable 
aid should continue to be shown in the accounts of the EDF. 
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lV. The fourth EDF 

114. The Lome Convention, si6ned on 28 February 1'3'75, did not come into force 
until 1 April 1976 after ratification by the 46 African, Caribbean and Pacific 
countries and by the nine Nember States of the Community. The new Convention 
expires after a period of five years from the date of signature, namely 1 Harch 
1980. 

The financial and technical co-operation provided for within the framework 
of this Fund is financed from a total allocation of 3390 million u.a., of 
which 3000 million u.a. forms the fourth European Development Fund while the 
remaining 390 million u.a. will be granted in the form of loans by the 
~uropean Investment Bank. The aid from the Fund breaks down as 2100 million u.a. 
in subsidies, 430 million u.a. in special loans, 95 million u.a. in risk capital 
and 375 million u.a. for the stabilization of export revenues. The loans 
granted by the EIB may qualify for interest subsidies from the EDF. 

'rhe provisions of the Convention on trade came into force in entirety in 
ad vance on 1 July 1975. Similarly, the interim provisions on sugar were 
applied as from 1 '.775. Intervention to secure stabilization of export revenues 
(STABEX) will a:r;.ply retroactively to 19rlj for applications submitted by the 
ACI- States up to 15 April 19?6. 

The fact that the Lome Convention has been signed by an additional 27 
states will entail the installation in these states or in certain regional 
groupings of 21 additional Commission delegations. 

To meet the cost of installing these delegations the Council granted an 
advance of 3.5 million u.a. against the allocation to the fourth E~F, within 
the framework of the internal transitional scheme applicable to the ACF States. 

Similarly,an advance of 1.450 million u.a. was granted against the same 
allocation by a Commission decision of 15 December 1~75 to meet the expenses 
of the programme of participation by the ACI States in trade fairs, etc during 
1976. 

The first financing dec1sions under the fourth EDF were taken by the 
Commission on 11 :~lay 1976. The finance sanctioned consisted of grants to 
an amount of 56.895 million u.a. and loans on special terms to an amount of 
3.84 million u.a. and can be further analysed as follows: 
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- exceptional aid to the ACF countries of Southern 
Africa 

- exceptional aid to Somalia 

- exceptional aid to Niger 

- extension of the port of Brazzaville (Congo) 

- continuation of Niamey-Zinder trunk road (Niger) 

- technical and regional co-operation and marketing 
aid for the ACF States as a whole 

- improvement of the Congo-Ocean railway (joint 
project EDF/Arab countries) 

- complementary loan for Congo-Ocean railway 
improvement project 

25 million u.a. 

3.42 million u.a. 

9.61 million u.a. 

0.769 million u.a. 

4.736 million u.a. 

9.5 million u.a. 

3.86 million u .a. 

3.84 million u. a. 
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CHAFTER 2 COhH:SNI'S ON VARIOUS 

FROJ.ECTS 

115. Since its last report the Audit Board has audited a large number of 
projects and has sent various questionnaires to the administrative departments 
to which it has received, to date, only late and partial replies. 

In order to complete its information, the Audit Board took part in an 
audit visit to Madagascar carried out by an official of the EDF departments 
and performed ver ifications of expenditure on trade fairs on two occasions. 

These various examinations give rise to the following criticisms, which 
relate to a limited number of operations only • 

• 

• * 

116. Investment projects 

In this field, which is the main recipient of EDF finance, the Audit 
Board's findings are in the majority of cases in l~ne with the comments made 
at the time of earlier audits and relate to the size of the time and cost 
overruns caused either by inadequate preliminary studies, revision of progrrunmes, 
shortcomings on the part of principals and controllers, or failure of contractors 
to meet their obligations. But the Audit Board's work also reveals certain 
faults in the very conception of the projects, an excessive leaning towards 
technical perfectionism and a failure to assess the running costs of the 
installations created, which may lead to the under-employment or abandonment 
of those installations if adequate budget funds or suitable vocational 
training are not available. 

a) ~~~~1-E~~~-~~~-~~!~~~l-E:~J~:!~ 
1. iJhen tenders for road im:provement work in Lobaye (Central African 

Republic (Froject No 211.003.14) were examined, the firm submitting the 
lowest tender, which was accepted as valid from both the technical and 
the economic point of view by the EDF departments and which moreover was 
accepted provisionally by the scrutinizing committee, was rejected by 
the authorities of the Central African Republic. 

• 
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Various arguments were put forward in support of this decision but they 
did not appear to ~rovide sufficient justification for rejection of the 
tender. In the face of insistent rejection by the Central African Republic, 
of which additional evidence was provided by the expulsion of the head of 
the firm whose tender had initially been accepted, but contrary to the 
principles of free competition defined in Article 47 of the financial 
regulation governing the second EDF, the EDF departments accepted the choice 
imposed upon them. 

2. A contract for modernization of the road from Ouagadougou to the Ghanaian 
frontier in Upper Volta (Project Nos 211.009.20 and 3100.441.()9.04) was 
awarded, at a price of CFAF 1 760 000 000, to a group of undertakings despite 
an unfavourable opinion expressed by the authorities of Upper Volta. 

The contract for the work, which was notified in April 1968, provided for 
the completion of the road in 28 months. However, at the end of this 
period the work was on average only 2?~ completed and for fear of insolvency 
the contract was terminated by runicable agreement in November 1970 when 
total payments had already reached CFAF 532 858 618. Under the terms of 
an overall arrangement the group paid the EDF a forfeit and penalties for 
delay amounting to CFAF 130 million. 

Completion of the work was entrusted to another group of undertakings 
under a private contract worth CFAf, 1 982 723 210. 

Failure to heed the reservations expressed by the Upper Volta authorities 
at the time of adjudication of the tenders and subsequently during execution 
of the work had expensive consequences. The final cost of the work was 
CFAF 2 740 456 330; the cost per kilometre of road, initially estimated at 
CFAF 11 200 000, actually came to CFAF 16 800 000, an increase of 5~~. 
Extension of the time allowed from 28 to 50 months caused serious cost 
escalation while - owing to the monetary situation - the decision of the 
EDF to pay in Deutschmarks sums that were owed in Belgian francs further 
increased the cost of the operation, which was several hundred million francs 
CFA higher than originally expected. Supervision of the work, estimated to 
cost CFAF 70 mil~ion, actually came to CFAF 142 607 301, an increase of 10j%. 

3. The agreement of December 1966 on Project No 211.009.16 had provided for 
the modernization of the Bobo-Jioulasso-Faramana road (Upper Volta) at a 
cost of CFAF 930 million, of which 820 million was for the construction 
work itself. 

As the lowest tender came to CFAF 923.6 million, it was necessary, in order 
inter alia to provide sufficient cover for technical risks, to raise the 
financial ceiling on the project by 15~, bringing it up to CFAF 1069.5 
million. 

After completion of the work, which was accepted in April 1970, the 
undertaking submitted a file of claims, asking to be paid for various items 
of additional work and claiming exemption from lateness penalties. 

The EJF, in agreement with the U?per Volta authorities, partially accepted 
the demand for CFAF 59.7 million. The total cost of the project therefore 
came to CF,ti, 1110.2 million, an increase of 20.2){ over the contract price, 

• 
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which caused, after rev~s~on due to the devaluation of the franc CFA, a 
residual overrun of CFAF 20.3 million which it was proposed to finance 
from an additional project charged against the third EDF (No 3.100.01+1.09.25) 
for CFAF 21 million. 

But the financial controller withheld his al-J;roval in June 1972, 
maintaining that this indemnification was not justified on technical grounds 
and that it constituted taking on charge work executed without prior 
co~nitment. As late as October 1973 the Commission decided to override 
the withholding of approval. Meanwhile the undertaking, pleading the delay 
thus caused to settlement of the affair, put forward a claim for interest 
on overdue payments which was met in part out of the available balance. 

The total exhaustion of the appropriations allocated to this project 
prevented reJ:;air work, which became necessary shortly after final acceptance 
of the main work, from being taken on charge. 

4. Project No 211.005.06 called for the suprly of heavy road transport 
vehicles to the Congo and technical assistance limited initially to a 
period of two years. The total budget for this project was CFAF 230 
million. 

Although supply of the vehicles took place satisfactorily, their use and 
maintenance caused very rapid deterioration which the prolongation by one 
year of the technical assistance programme was unable to prevent. The 
programme was incapable of remedying the lack of sufficient training for 
the drivers and mechanics, defects in organization of the work, in the 
storage of spare parts and in the geographical distribution of the vehicles, 
all of which were the obligation of the recipient State. 

5. The two r-rojects ''Nola Port" and "River fleet, Upper Sangha" in the 
Central African Republic (Project Nos 12.23.311, 211.003.34, 215.003.33 
and 34 and 3100.043.03.03) are part of an overall programme to open up 
communications from the south-western part of the Central African Republic. 
The sub-head ''river developmenV' represents an investment of CFA}"' 820 million 
of which CFAF 380 million is being provided by the EDF, the balance being 
met by the Government of the Republic and the private sector. 

The various contracts for works and equipment were opened to tender in 
groups; analysis of the tenders in October 1970 and January 1971 revealed 
a cost of CFAF 617~3 million, an excess of 62.4~ over the appropriations 
available. This excess beyond the obviously underestimated conclusions 
of the preliminary study carried out by the Central African authorities 
was the result partly of the trend of the economy but also of the way in 
which the invitation to tender was organized, the grouping together of the 
civil engineering contracts effectively excluding small local firms from 
competition. The Central African Republic having agreed to bear the cost 
of construction of the quay wall for the port of Nola amounting to 
CFAF 83 700 000, it was possible to cover the balance of the excess, on 
a decision by the principal authorizing officer, by raising the financial 
ceiling on the Nola Iort project by CFAF 16 COO 000 and by revising the 
appropriations available on Project No 215.003.33 "Nola fort" of 
CFAF 47 499 805 and transfer to lroject No 215.003.34 lfHiver fleet, Urper 
..:;angha''. :Further, by two supplementary financing decisions, the ceiling 
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of Project No 12.23.311 "River fleet, Upper Sangha" was raised by 
CFAF 81 500 195, while a supplementary commitment of CFAF 12 000 000 was 
granted against the third EDF through Project No 3100.043.03.03. In fact, 
for the port of Nola, the cost of which came to CFAF 127 000 000, the work 
actually carried out - if one takes into account the cost of the work 
borne by the Central?African Republic or redu~ed in scope (application ef laterite 
restricted to 8000 m~ instead of the 20 000 m originally planned) -
initially represented CFAF 61.1 million. Thus the effective overspending 
was 107.8%. 

In the case of the "River fleet, Upper Sangha'', after the Central African 
Republic had taken over a cost overrun of CFAF 1 240 800, the total cost of 
the project amounted to CFAF 437 650 600 against an estimate of 
CFAF 269 000 000, an increase of 62}6. 

b) Educational establishments 

1. The construction, equipping and bringing into use of the practical 
agricultural school in Cameroon (Project No 11.22.212) required an abnormal 
amount of time. 

Financing Agreement No 219 signed on 18 March 1964 :provided for the 
completion of this project in 24 months for a cost of 474 000 u.a. 

In fact, the study contract was not signed until 23 February 1965, the 
invitation to tender was published on 15 November 1906 and the works 
contract was notified on 27 Hay 1967. The work itself did not start 
until 4 August 1967. 

Owing to lack of co-ordination between completion of the construction 
work, which was accepted in January 1969 without retention of a penalty 
for lateness, and supply of the furniture, the school could not be opened 
until April 1971. 

Thus it was not until seven years after signature of the agreement that 
this educational establishment became operational, the premises having 
remained unused for more than two and a half years. Closure of the project 
did not take place until 1973 after final acceptance of' the last additional 
supplies-; but the documents relating to this operation were not forwarded 
to the Audit Board until December 1975, thereby retarding their examination 
by a further two years and more. 

2. In the case of the national agronomical school in the Ivory Coast 
(froject No 211.006.10) more than six years Sefarate the signature of the 
financing agreement and provisional acceptance of the premises. 

Inadequacies in the study, the cost of which came to 77 000 u.a., held 
up publication of the invitation to tender until June 1969. The work was 
awarded to an Ivory Coast firm which submitted the second lowest bid, at 
CFAF 414 615 595. 

In spite of technical assistance from the Government, execution of the 
work v,;as very slow. Commenced in April 1970, the work was supposed to be 
completed, after a su~plementary agreement for a three-month extension had 
been signed, by 15 January 1972. 
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It was not until 5 April 1972, however, that ~rovisional acceptance of the 
work was declared; but penalties were not ar.·}?lied beyond 11 February 1972, 
on the pretext that the work was finished by that date. The penalties 
were reduced in this way from 80 to 27 days, which represented a gratuitous 
remission of more than CFAF 22 million. But the numerous and substantial 
reservations expressed at the time of provisional acceptance do not seem to 
justify such indul6ence, the more so since making good the defects held 
back final acceptance until Nay 1975, three years after provisional 
acceptance. 

1. The completion and bringing into service of the three medical units at 
.Hitsamiouli, Mamutzu and Foumbouni in the Comoro Islands (Project Nos 
11.24.204, 11.24.205 and 311.31.03) suffered substantial delays. These 
three medical projects, to5ether costing 605 000 u.a., were executed by 
small local firms because the work was of a minor nature and the islands 
are a long way off. 

In the case of the medical unit at Mitsamiouli, the time allowed for 
completion was initially 12 months, extended by supplementary agreement 
to 15 months, but in fact the time required became 25 months owing to the 
contracting firm leaving the site. Provisional acceptance took place in 
April 1968 but completion of minor additional items put back closure of 
the project until 1975. 

In the case of the medical units at Nitsamiouli and Foumbouni, the lack 
of appropriations to cover oreratinc; expenditure delayed commissioning for 
two years, some of the rooms being used meanwhile for stora5e. Not until 
1971 was a satisfactory Oferating budget for these units obtained. 

2. Agreement No 206 relating to Project No 11.23.313 "Medical units" in the 
south-west of the Central African Republic was signed in October 1963. 
It provided for the construction and equi~ping of field hospitals, maternity 
units, dispensaries and service accommodation in five centres within a 
time-limit of 26 months. In fact, the project was not closed until August 
1975· 

Signature of the construction contracts did not take place until October 
and November 1965. All the buildine;s were completed, with some delays, 
by the end of the first half of 1967. The equipment, ordered in October 
1967, was delivered in July 1968. The five contracts for the provision 
of a water supply to the medical centres were not, however, sihned until 
between March 1969 to January 1970 and the bankruptcy of the contractor 
delayed closure which was spread over the period .Ser .... tember 1971 to Se:r:.tember 
1974. A final contract, for increasing the water supply and additional 
work (fencing, shelters for f~nilies, drainage), was signed in January 1972 
and gave rise to partial acceptances between February and September 1973 
and to the ordering of some more additional work. Final settlement of 
this last contract did not occur until July 1975, twelve years after 
signature of the agreement. 
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1. The object of froject No 11.21.116 was the construction of installations 
necessary to provide a drinking water supply to eight secondary centres in 
Senegal for which drilling programmes had already been financed under 
Project No 11.21.112. The bringing into service of the boreholes sunk in 
1967 was held up for five years by administrative delays. 

2. Project No 12.22.207 ''Soil conservation and anti-erosion campaign" in 
Cameroon had initially been allocated approfriations amounting to 
717 026 u.a. This amount was raised to 1 000 595 u.a. at the time of the 
first ceiling-setting operation. ilork intended to facilitate the movement 
of Kirdi communities to more favourable surroundings was started in 1963, 
but it was not until 1965 that the Commission was informed that the areas 
earmarked for new sites were already occupied and in use and that land-tenure 
problems were making it difficult to allocate the zones which were still 
free. The work carried out was abandoned after 400 000 u.a. had already 
been spent. '•vith the exception of a few minor reafforestation schemes and 
the maintenance of stone dams, none of the desired objectives was achieved. 
In June 1967 a supplement to the financing agreement put an end to this 
o_peration and subsequently the balance of the apf'ropriation, 433 460 u .a., 
was transferred to the development of the Joubou Gane region. 

3. The object of Project No 211.017.15 was the construction of 153 wells in 
the Kanem region of Chad, to a total value of 1 867 012 u.a. 

The cost of the studies amounted to 84 886 u.a. whilst the superv1s1on of 
the work, the value of which seems to have been debatable, cost 177 049 u.a. 
The contract for the work was worth 1 596 012 u.a. after deduction of 
penalties for late performance, but following two fatal accidents the Chad 
Government abandoned completion of two of the wells. Out of the 153 wells 
planned, only 101 are operational. In the Manga region the siting of some 
wells is such as to prevent their use, according to an expert. 

1. Froject No 211.003.12, the establishment of a cattle ranch in the Central 
African Republic, the cost of which amounted to CFAF 158 292 406, was 
severely disrupted by the agrarian reforms introduced in the Republic in 
1970. The project was notable for the high cost of technical assistance, 
re:r:resenting 2076 of the total cost, and for a very slo'J. start to the work. 
The lack of administrative appropriations delayed the start of operations 
on the ranch for almost a whole year and its management was eventually 
entrusted to a private company. 

2. Under f'roject No 211.003.30 "Eradication of the tsetse fly" in the 
Central African Republic, irradiation apparatus was delivered to Bangui 
at a cost of 43 400 u.a. 
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As a result of the agrarian reforms, completion of the project had to be 
abandoned and the irradiator was returned to the sup1,lier without even 
having been unpacked. But no refund was made for returning the equipment, 
the supplier merely bearing the cost of carriage, which amounted to 
270C u.a. 

3. The object of Froject No 12.22.106 was to encourage the growing of oil 
palms in the village areas of Alokoegbe in Togo and the cost was 671 000 u.a. 
In a first phase, aid from the Community enabled the princi~al equipment of 
the oil mill to be overhauled. Third ~DF Froject No 3100.615.18.13 is 
intended to finance the purchase of additional equipment and the execution 
of work designed to enable the caracity for treatment to be doubled and to 
give the possibility of trituration of palm nuts from different sources. 

Restoration of this oil mill which in 1959 was ex11ected to cost CFAF 
23 million finally cost CFAF 46 million, but even after overhaul of the 
equipment the factory is making a loss and only one boiler out of three 
is working .. 

Among the causes advanced by the EDF departments for this state of affairs 
is the drop in production due to the drought. It seerr~, however, that the 
rather adverse ecological conditions of the region were perfectly well 
known at the outset (rainfall not exceeding 800 to 900 :nm/m2) and should 
have caused an investment project of this kind in this region to be very 
critically scrutinized before action was taken. 

4. The results obtained from Project No 215.011.11 r•rroduction of essential 
oil of orangestt in Nali are little better. This diversification aid J-roject 
costing 41 000 u.a. has had mediocre results. Output over the three 
intervention years never reached as much as 10i: of the obviously over
optimistic forecasts and even after the final intervention year oil output 
has not exceeded 17.~~ of the amount forecast. 

~elays and equipment shortages are not sufficient to explain these 
derisory results. It seems, even in the opinion of the EDF departments, 
as though the injection of just a small amount of managerial skill could 
have remedied this situation which has its origin principally in the 
pastoral mentality and callin6 of the communities affected by the operation. 

5. The object of Iroject No 211.011.29 is the execution of two land 
improvement schemes at Farako and ~ioro III in Hali covering an area of 
7200 hectares and clearance and deep ploughing of 1500 hectares included 
in the 3arantomo-Sine land development scheme carried out under first 
EDF froject No 12.21.303. 

The initial commitment was fixed at 3 908 000 u.a., of which 214 186 u.a. 
~as for the ~arantomo-Sine improvement. ?or reasons not stated in the 
files on the project the latter work was abandoned but the cost of the 
project nevertheless reached 3 888 930 u.a. 
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In the case of the Farako development, the time-limits were not observed, 
either for earth-moving work or for clearing and ploughing but the penalty 
was calculated on the amount of work remaining to be done whereas the terms 
of the contracts stipulated that penalties should be calculated non the 
value of the contract" and partial acceptances do not appear to have been 
made. 

f) 2~:~~~:~E~~-~~~~~-~!_!~!~~~~~~~-E:~J:~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~ 
1. In April 1976 the Audit Board was able to carry out a visit to make an 

on-the-spot audit of projects executed in ~~dagascar. The aim of the 
visit was to check that the nine investment _r,rojects completed under the 
three Funds actually did exist and to verify that they complied with the 
financing agreements. It was also possible to examine the way in which 
these operations had been integrated into their economic and social 
surroundings. 

The contacts which the Audit Board had on this occasion gave it more 
insight into difficulties encountered during execution of the projects, 
particularly by the departments of the Commission's representative. The 
verifications carried out with the help of the Community departments covered 
projects for construction, infrastructure and asricultural programmes. 

2. The problem of taking over and maintaining the EDF installations is 
particularly acute in the present economic and political situation in 
Madagascar. But this is no new problem, as is shown by the present state 
of the Andapa-E;ast Coast road (Project Nos 12.24.118., 211.010.10 and 
211.010.27) where lack of maintenance since 1971 is jeopardizing an 
investment of more than 11 million u.a. 

3. Some investment projects, which without doubt meet social and economic 
needs, do not take sufficient account of whether budget resources and local 
expertise are available. 

Two of the projects visited, the slaughter-house at ·rananarive and, 
especially, the hospital at Ampefiloha, have some technically advanced 
equipment which requires highly skilled labour to maintain but this labour 
is not readily available locally. The result is under-employment of 
Community-provided facilities which can only be remedied by recourse to 
technical assistance from outside. 

The teaching hospital at Ampefiloha, financed from second EDF 
appropriations at a cost of 6 583 000 u.a., has been complete since 1973 
apart from some items of additional equipment which have not yet been 
supplied. Despite several appeals from the Commission and intervention 
by the third EDF for the purpose of building up an initial stock of supplies 
at a cost of 1 167 000 u.a., the hospital is still not properly operational. 
A few depa.rtments are functioning (laooratories, laundry-room, radiography 
and radiotherapy sections), but the degree of occupation of the premises is 
only 15;·~. The reasons officially given for this underemrloyment are 
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principally financial: to operate the hosrital would require nearly one 
quarter of l·1adagascar' s entire health budget. But there are also political, 
technical anci social reasons preventing proper use of this costly project. 

It is essential that needs should be assessed on the basis of utility 
rather than prestige and that the assessment should be more realistic, taking 
account of local conditions of use and, es~ecially, of the often heavy burden 
which the running costs will place on national budgets. Disregard of these 
principles leads to the wasting of Community aid. 

4. The general education college at Nosy-Be, which was inspected during the 
Audit Board's visit, also illustrated this comment. 

The college, which was financed to the extent of 612 000 u.a., comprises 
several buildings on two levels accommodating eight classrooms, two 
dormitories and the administrative services. The establishment is planned 
to take 320 pupils, including 92 boarders. 

rhe buildings, which were accepted in Hay 1975, are still empty because 
there is no furniture; an invitation to tender for the supply of furniture 
was issued in June 1975, one month after acce~tance of the premises. 

The dilatcriness of the local administration is such that none of the 
planned contracts for the supply of the furniture had yet been signed by the 
time of the audit visit. It is improbable that the establishment will be 
able to be brought into service before the beginning of 1977, a year and a 
half after comrletion of the buildings. It seems, moreover, that the 
sparsity of the national budget funds allocated to the college will prejudice 
its proper functioning, particularly in the case of the boarding section. 

5. Two of the three agricultural projects visited seem to hold more promise 
of profitability and future viability. The projects in question relate to 
large-scale nut-crowing (F·roject Nos 215.010.1e and 31) and, more 1-·articularly, 
the development of the Andapa basin (Project No 3100.632.10.01). Their 
integration. into the local economic and social surroundinr;s seems assured., 
provided that the Halagasy authorities rapidly find a substitute to replace 
Community technical assistance. 

The development of the Andapa basin, covered by an initial commitment of 
5 401 000 u.a., an increase in which is currently being considered, is, in 
its present state, an interesting example of land development for agricultural 
purposes and of familiarization measures aimed at the local communities 
directly involved. 

By contrast, the organization and structure of the East Coast coffee scheme 
do not augur well for the results of this EDF operation. This project, 
financed to the extent of 1 587 000 u.a. from the third EDF in conjunction 
with other sources of aid, represents the continuation of rrod.uction aid 
provided by the EDF since 1966 for coffee and pepper. l1anagement of the 
agency set up by the t-lalagasy authorities seems very cumbersome and delays 
in payments to producers have caused serious discontent. 
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6. As far as the actual execution of the projects is concerned, the serious 
incidence of delays must be emphasized. ?or the two agricultural projects 
mentioned above (large-scale nut-growing and clevelopment of the Andapa 
basin) the insolvency of two of the contractors caused a delay in bringing 
the projects into operation and an increase in costs owing to the 
prolongation of technical assistance and the rise in prices. 

Finally, some technical problems with significant financial effects 
emerged in the course of the Audit Board's inspection of the road projects, 
particularly in connexion with the Vohemar-Sambava road (froject Nos 
12.24.112, 3100.4L~1.10.07 and 3100.041.10.27) and the rebuilding of the 
bridge over the Fanambana. The outcome of these projects which are still 
in progress will have to receive special attention from the Audit Board. 

g) ~rice revision clauses 

The Audit Board finds that the execution of some works contracts is 
affected by imprecision or unsuitability of the formulas for price revision. 

In the case of Froject No 211.015.15 relating to the extension of the 
Dakar water SU},ply, the first call for tenders allowed the tendering firms 
to choose the definition of the revision formula and this unusual freedom 
is likely to hinder correct comparison of tenders. 

In Project No 211.016.06 relatin; to road works in Somalia the revision 
formula is based 4a~ on the price of steel and only 1a;~ on the cost of 
labour, yet little construction work was called for and the bulk of the 
charges consisted of wages. This illocical indexation has made the 
consequences of cost escalation more drastic. 

117. Linked teci1nical assistance 

a) In earlier reports the Audit Board pointed out various irregularities 
revealed on exa~ination of the files falling under this heading. 
Inspection of the files forwarded to the Audit Board in 1975 prompts 
similar comments with regard to the time taken for execution and the 
quality and use of the stu3ies. 

b) The study on telecom~unications development in Somalia, financed through 
an accelerated procedure under the head of froject No 212.116.14 at a cost 
of 108 000 u.a., was characterized by a major extension of time-limits and 
poor execution of the study leading, after some delay, to cancellation of 
the contract and recourse to another firm. 

~he study, scheduled to take five months, was not finally submitted to 
the EDF until after a lapse of 23 months, but even then some documents 
relating to the buildings were still missing. Faced with such 
shortcomings, the EDF departments were forced to cancel the contract in 
July 1971 and to refuse to pay the balance outstanding. 
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In view of the inadequacy of the study and the necessity for certain 
additional work, a new contract had to be siEned with another firm for 
85 835 u.a., subsequently raised by surflementary acreement to 119 000 u.a. 

Studies and research into tea-growini..~ on the I~lateaux of J.Iadat;ascar and 
the operation of an experimental station were the subject of five successive 
agreements starti1~ in 1965 under the second and then the third EDF. The 
agreement governing work on this tea-growing project ·was not signed until 
eight years later, in February 1'374, at a time when the technical and 
economic data collected in the early studies were clearly out of date. 

The study for the nmothers and children" unit at the Befelatanana hospital 
(Madagascar) sanctioned in December 1965 under the head of Froject No 
212.110.26 did not result in a contract until January 1970, was never 
finished, and had no outcome owing to the fact that new decisions were 
taken on hosrital projects in the interim period. 

The time allowed in the contract for I-roject No 312.140.02, a study for 
improvement of sanitation facilities at Faramaribo (Surinam), was 16 months; 
it was not until after a lapse of 44 months that the report was produced. 

The studies of schemes to combat functional illiteracy in Gabon, Jenecal 
and Hauritania (Project Nos 213.108.07, 213.115.23 and 213.112.14) due to 
be produced by the end of 1970 were only partially comJ.•lete by the end of 
June 1971, the re111aining parts of the study not being finally vroduced 
until August 1973. 

The penalty clause, which has generally been included in contracts from 
1971 onwards, is sometimes disregarded. This was the case with Project 
No 3124.573.05.03 on the study for improvement of sanitary facilities in 
Brazzaville. 

For the construction of St. Gabriel's College at Hajunga (Hadagascar), 
the subject of an agreement dated July 1966 (Froject No 211.010.12) the 
study contract was not notified until the end of February 1967. Although 
planned to last only six months the architect's duties in fact took two 
years, yet despite this substantial delay, for which no penalty was 
charged incidentally, the results were incomplete and partly erroneous 
(lack of precision as to gradients, resulting in an underestimate of the 
amount of earth-moving to be done; incomr~lete surve:;: of the ground, 
necessitating alteration of the foundations). These defects in the study 
and hence in the invitation to tender file allowed tne firm responsible 
for the construction work to submit a file of claims and finally to obtain 
remission of 60ib of the penalties incurred for late performance. 

c) Project No 212.103.13 provided for the study of five truru{ roads in the 
Central African ·1epublic up to the stage of completion of the invitation 
to tender files, at a total cost of CFAF 75 million. 

By a rider signed in July 1967, that is to say one year after the 
signature of the initial agreement, the study was co:r"fined to two roads 
and the consultants' duties were limited to the rreraratjon of preliminary 
plans; the cost of the study nev~rtheless remained fixed at CFitF 75 million. 
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The study contract was signed in February 1968 but the study was not 
carried out within the terms of the contract. Significant delays occurred 
at every stage. The documents called for by the contract were not 
submitted until April 1973, five years after signature of the contract. 
Despite this delay the penalty imposed was limited to 6.6,% of the contract. 
To date the study has not led to any road-building. 

d) The study for the modernization of the Tsevi~-Atakpame road in Togo was 
carried out in 1966 by a firm of German consultants under the head of 
Project No 212.118.05 at a cost of 202 000 u.a. The same firm was asked 
to supervise the work, at a cost of 208 709 u.a.; the work was divided 
into two parts (Froject Nos 211.018.18 and 3100.441.18.04). Improvement 
of the first section of the road, the cost of which came to 3 071 500 u.a., 
was followed, shortly after provisional acceptance, by substantial 
deterioration of the roadway making it necessary to repair and strengthen 
the damaged lengths at a cost of 108 000 u.a. 

Studies carried out by the Togolese public works authorities found that 
the damage had arisen because the safety margins had been too narrow, the 
foundation bed had been replaced with excessively compacted earth and the 
traffic density had been underestimated in the study. According to the 
EDF's technical departments the damage could have been caused by poor 
drainage of the roadway and of the clayey soil. These findings once again 
illustrate how unwise it is to entrust both the study and the supervision 
of the work on a project to the same firm. 

e) The main object of the study of the road from Porto Novo to Yoko and from 
Yoko to Pob~ in Benin (Project No 212.107.22) was to prepare for maintenance 
and repair work on this road section of 80 km. The cost of the study came 
to 154 000 u.a. 

Part of the study carried out on the section from Yoko 
of 12 km, was not needed because the line of a new road, 
the help of Nigeria, runs parallel to the existing road. 
co-ordination would have allowed a significant saving to 
study. 

to Igolo, a length 
constructed with 

Better 
be made on this 

f) The object of Project No 212.102.12 was the study by a firm of architects 
for an extension of the Vegt College at Yaounde (Cameroon). Originally 
fixed at 45 760 u.a., the contract price was raised by supplementary 
agreement to 59 872 u.a. 

Delays accumulated continually throughout the study and the plans, which 
were supposed to be completed by 15 December 1972, were not presented until 
23 August 1973, in other words 251 days late. Because of postal strikes 
the penalties were calculated on lateness of 191 days. Moreover, the 
value of the study was considered inadequate with regard to the production 
of written documents for the invitation to tender file. The results of 
the invitation to tender revealed that the available appropriations would 
be grossly exceeded and that the study would therefore have to be recast. 
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g) Examination of the files always reveals some instances of failure to 
observe the rule of prior commitment of expenditure. 

The study for the bridge over the Ba-Ile (Chad, Project No 3122.141.17.22) 
was the subject of a contract signed on 18 July 1974 stipulating that the 
report and files had to be submitted not later than 15 March 1974. 

In the case of Project No 3123.471.17.10 in Chad relating to supervision 
of the construction of wells, the extension of the study visit by seven 
months, from January to July 1972, was not authorized by the study committee 
until 4 May 1972. 

Similarly, in the case of Project No 3122.231.17.09 "Cotton plan" in Chad, 
the two-month extension (from 1 February to 31 March 1971) of a study visit 
commenced under the second EDF (Project No 212.817.43) was not sanctioned 
by the study committee until 7 May 1971. 

In the case of Project No 215.110.38 relating to studies and research on 
tea-growing in Madagascar, Study Contract No ET/689 signed on 3 September 
1969 had retroactive effect to 1 November 1968. 

h) The charging of travel expenses is sometimes irregular, in that, firstly, 
the expenses are sometimes charged for travel carried out before the 
contractual period for performance of the study (1) or, secondly, they are 
either calculated on a lump-sum basis (2) or are unaccompanied by adequate 
supporting evidence (3). 

118. Emergency aid and exceptional aid 

In 1975 a new financing decision, providing for 1470 million u.a. of 
exceptional aid to Somalia to combat the effects of the drought was taken. 
273 000 u.a. of the aid is charged against the second EDF and 1 197 000 u.a. 
against the third EDF. Commitments in this sector at the end of 1975 
amounted to 32.71 million u.a., against which 31.82 million u.a. had been 
paid out. As stressed in the Audit Board's report for 1974 (point 128), 
these operations, which are sometimes combined with food aid financed from 
the Commission's budget, still do not provide all desirable guarantees of 
sound management and effectiveness. 

For emergency aid against cholera in Chad (Project No 3110.091.17.05), 
approved by the Commission in July 1971, a sum of CFAF 28 million was telexed 
to a special account of the Chad Treasury and charged against the appropriations 

(1) Project No 3122.220.07.11 "Expert opinion on plans for the development 
of tourism in Benin." 

(2) Project No 3124.573.05.03 "Study for sanitation improvements in 
Brazzaville." 

(3) Froject No 312.140.02 !'Study for sanitation improvements in Paramaribo." 
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of Article 145 of the Commission's operating budget; it was repaid in 
December 1971 by charging the EDF. 

It was intended that at least 6~~ of these funds should be used for the 
purchase of medicines, while the purchase of medical equipment and transport 
was to be limited to a minor proportion. A detailed specification together 
with documents supporting the expenditure and a report on the utilization of 
the funds should have been forwarded to the resident supervisor. 

Four years after the granting of the aid the file was closed without the 
EDF having been able to obtain the documents, etc stipulated. It is at 
least clear that, contrary to instructions, ten Land Rovers were purchased 
out of this aid at a cost of CFAF 13.43 million (representing 48% of the aid). 
Despite the urgency of the intervention the EDF departments ought surely to 
be guided by the normal procedures followed by other countries in similar 
operations and ought to require the resident supe~visor to approve the orders 
passed by the local authorizing officer. 

Within the framework of the food aid granted to the population of Niger, 
~reject No 216.013.21 was intended to cover the expense of transporting 
13 311 tonnes of wheat in grain and flour form from the port of Cotonou to 
the points of distribution of food aid. 

This contribution covers only the part of the transport costs not covered 
by the proceeds of sale of 2000 tonnes of wheat (estimated at CFAF 108 000 000) 
and is restricted to CFAF 39 000 000. 

The supporting documents presented included just one invoice, relating to 
the transport of 2090.5 tonnes of flour and 2o66.4 tonnes of wheat for a 
total of CFAF 39 000 000, i.e. precisely the maximum intervention amount of 
the EDF. No information was supplied as to the transportation of the 
remainder of goods nor as to the final proceeds of sale. 

The Audit Board's report for 1972 mentioned (in point 45) serious errors 
affecting this aid and substantial losses found on arrival of the aid at Niger. 

The exceptional aid granted to Senegal under Project Nos 3100.033.15.05 
and 3110.091.15.05 provided for the payment of premiums to a total of 
CFAF 2000 million (7 202 000 u.a.) to farmers affected by the drought at the 
beginning of 1971. 

The amount of premiums paid in July 1971 through the medium of a national 
agency amounted to CFAF' 1 999 968 905. The documents in support of the 
payments were forwarded to the resident supervisor in May 1972 but it was not 
until February 1975 that the latter sent the Commission a summary statement 
of these payments. 
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In accordance with the clauses in the financing agreement governing this 
aid, a general report on the various measures taken was drawn up by the 
Senegalese authorities but although it mentions the payment of premiums, the 
report does not state what amounts were actually paid. Similarly, no mention 
is made in the report of measures suggested by the Commission for the 
reorganization of the groundnut price stabilization fund. 

119. General technical co-operation 

In 1975 the total ex:penditure resulting from the granting of scholarships 
charged against the third EDF amounted to 6 589 031 u.a., but this total 
reflects only imperfectly the expenditure really borne through the medium 
of the five bodies responsible for administering these activities. Advances 
amounting, at 31 December 1975, to 11 688 661 u.a. cover, in part, 
expenditure for 1975 not submitted to the Commission. Up to September 1972 
the advances ~aid to these bodies were cleared quarterly by the submission 
of detailed statements of account accompanied by documents supporting the 
expenditure. Since October 1972 the advances have been cleared only 
annually. This procedure is the more regrettable because the administering 
bodies continue to be late in submitting their annual statements, which 
explains why such a large volume of advances aJ..J>ears in the third It;JF 's 
balance sheet. The result is a risk of prolonged immobilization of 
appropriations. 

Analysis by country of the co~~itments and payments made in respect of 
scholarships does not take place, at EDF level, until after the closure of 
each scholarship programme, i.e. after a delay of several years. The 
unused balances found are not paid, as in the case of the other EDF projects, 
to reserve accounts of the countries concerned, but are used directly to 
cover the cost overruns that closure of the programme reveals for certain 
countries. 

This procedure, which is at variance with the Co~ission's internal rules 
for the distribution of shares of aid, favours countries whose authorities 
rapidly come forward with a large number of scholarship-holders to the 
detriment of the less fortunate countries whose authorities have slower 
procedures. 

The Audit Beard carried out a sruaple verification on the EAC, which 
administers the scholarships awarded by the Commission in Belgium for 
nationals of the Associated States. 

Of the 233 scholarship-holders under the administrative care of the 
Association, about 5a;; were nationals of Zaire, but contrary to the EAC 
Convention and Article 9 of Regulation 229/72 which lays down detailed 
rules of implementation of the third EDF, one of the sc~1olarship-holders 
under the administrative care of the EAC, a student from Burundi, was 
following a course in Nairobi (Kenya). 

The administrative expenses incurred in running the scholarships and 
training courses are dealt with in a serarate accounting system kept by 
the EAC and payments are made on the basis of the actual substantiated 
expenditure whereas the four other administering bodies receive lump-sum 
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payments per student and per month for this purpose. However, it is 
difficult to compare the two systems because these reimbursements do not 
include the expenses relating to premises and managerial staff. 

Audit of the documents relating to the year 1974/75 revealed various items 
of expenditure which seemed to have no connexion with the administration of 
scholarships and training courses or did not appear adequately justified 
(e.g. entertainment expenses, purchases of flowers and books, subsidy to 
the "Maison Africaine" in Brussels). 

The on-the-spot audit also revealed defects in the management and control 
of cash. Recording of movements of funds was incomplete and the cash book 
did not reflect the existence of a balance of 15 400 Bfrs originating from 
an advance paid for a symposium dating back to November 1974. It is 
essential that the volume of transactions effected in cash should be reduced 
as much as possible and that regular control over the cash should be 
instituted. 

Management of training courses by the EAC is separate from the 
administration of trainees of the AASM engaged directly by the Commission. 
This duality of systems, which entails a significant difference in the 
monthly grants, creates unjustifiable discord. 

With regard to the organization of scholarships and training courses, the 
EAC encounters certain difficulties owing to the conditions of admission 
for students to the various schools and universities in Belgium. Some of 
these establishments require that applications for admission should be 
submitted by June at the latest, which excludes almost the majority of the 
EDF scholarship-holders. Similarly, monitoring of the progress of the 
scholarship-holders can be effected only by communication to the EAC 
authorities of documents proving that the students have sat their 
examinations. But in cases where studies are abandoned or finished, the 
date when the scholarship payments cease does not always coincide with the 
termination of studies. One student who gave up her studies in November 
1973 continued to receive monthly grants until August 1974. It has not 
been possible to recover the amount improperly paid. 

The Audit Board has several times suggested that the scholarships granted 
should be matched to the training needs entailed by the investment projects 
carried out under the aegis of the Funds. It is worth mentioning in this 
connexion that the Commission is currently evaluating the scholarship 
programmes completed to date (1969-1975) in order to take account of the 
results in planning future programmes. 

b) Fairs and exhibitions 

The Audit Board examined a second category of projects coming under the 
heading of general technical co-operation, common to all the AASM States, 
namely aid to marketing and sales promotion. 

It examined the supporting documents in two on-the-spot audits designed 
to assess whether the goods or services said to have been supplied by the 
contracting firms had in fact been supplied and to test the effectiveness 
of the internal control procedures. 
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The expenses incurred by fairs and exhibitions are borne by the EDF in 
the case of participation by the Associated States and by the Commission's 
budget (Article 933) in the case of participation by the other developing 
countries. 

This dichotomy in financing gives rise to a divergence between the modes 
of accounting in u.a. and, more seriously, to differences between the methods 
of valuing tenders, one group being converted at the official rates and the 
other group in "Lome units of account." Thus two separate firms may be 
selected for the same exhibition, as happened in the case of the Milan Fair 
in April 1976 and the Commission is in this way prevented from benefiting 
from the saving that would accrue from a group approach. 

The rules for concluding contracts for the construction, fitting out and 
running of the stands do not seem satisfactory. Until recently there was 
no genuine invitation to tender and some firms enjoyed a quasi-monopoly in 
the production of brochures and the preparation of stands. 

The agreements were always based on estimates containing numerous round-sum 
elements; this effectively freed the contracting firms from any obligation 
to provide evidence in substantiation of the goods or services in question, 
which in any case were often supplied by sub-contractors. Labour costs 
were also charged on the basis of flat hourly rates, which appeared rather 
high. In addition, these rough estimates did not always distinguish, in 
the case of equipment, between hire and purchase. Where there was outright 
purchase, the files gave no indication of what was to happen to the items 
acquired (destruction, re-use or sale) and there was no evidence of any 
cash received in this connexion. 

For the Kinshasa Fair in June-July 1975 the contracting firm invoiced the 
EDF for the supply of 700 m2 of carpeting for 105 000 Bfrs, adding to that 
90 000 Bfrs for transport from Brussels and 52 500 Bfrs for import duty. 
Not a single supporting document was produced in substantiation of any of 
these amounts and the last item was also in contravention of customs 
regulations. 

The absence of any genuine competition and the highly approximate nature 
of the estimates produced a price per m2 of stand varying between 1200 and 
5800 Bfrs. 

The frequent occurrence of these exhibitions should make it possible to 
design a standard type of stand, with specifications for surface areas, 
materials for fitting out, and for the requisite teams of technical and 
administrative personnel; this would facilitate the publication of 
invitations for more informative tenders. 

The conditions under which orders are awarded make it essential that there 
should be very strict control of the goods and services supplied. But in 
almost every case examined to date the invoices, receipted after 
certification of the goods or services supplied, merely reproduced the 
wording of the estimate without any change. However, at the audits in 
which the Audit Board participated, it was found that many goods or services 
originally provided for were not in fact supplied and substantial deductions 
should have been made from the prices invoiced. 
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These findings emphasize the need for stricter checking of the work 
actually done (checking which could be effected by the EDF resident 
supervisors for the fairs held in the countries in which they live). 
Further, the contracts should require the :production of invoices for all 
goods and services which the firms sub-contract to third parties. 

It would also be valuable if, for each exi1ibition, close contacts could 
be established with the official services in order to ascertain exactly the 
distribution of charges between the organizers of the fair, the national 
administration of the host country and the States participating to avoid 
any risk of double financing. 

Finally, it would be desirable if, after each fair, data on the commercial 
results achieved could be obtained. 

120. General and technical supervision 

At the time this report was prepared, closure of the accounts of the 
European Association for Co-operation (EAC) which should have taken place by 
the end of March had not yet been effected. 

The staff numbers under the administration of the EAC were as follows: 

End of 1974 End of 1975 
Headquarters 32 36 
Overseas supervision (inc. consultaney) 125 123 
Technical assistants 61 70 
Locally-recruited staff 314 322 
Staff employed under special contracts 
(inc. staff for fairs and symposia) 39 42 

Total 571 593 

The Audit Board has on many occasions criticized the irregularity 
constituted by the existence of these "special contracts" under which officials 
have been appointed to carry out, in the majority of cases, the same duties 
as the officials of 00 VIII and hence to supplement the staff,of that 
Directorate-General in contravention of the limits laid down in the list of 
posts annexed to the Commission's budget. 

Since its inception the EAC has engaged 84 persons by this means, of whom 
29 have subsequently been integrated into the Commission's departments. 

But undertakings, given many times, that these staff would be progressively 
absorbed have not been honoured; where staff have been absorbed in this way 
there has always been fresh recruiting subsequently, with the result that the 
number of officials employed under special contract, far from decreasing, has 
increased from 33 in 1971 to 42 in 1975. 
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Examination of the staff expenditure of the EAC has revealed certain 
situations deserving of criticism: 

In March 1974 an official was recruited as assistant to the EDF 
representative in Upper Volta. At the end of his term of service this official 
left Upper Volta, on 13 February 1975, and took his contractual holiday until 
17 April 1975. As from 18 April 1975 the EAC placed him on temporary assignment 
in Europe and for this it paid him until the end of October 1975 a monthly 
salary plus an expatriation allowance (even though he was living in his country 
of origin) amounting to Dkr 13 321.84 despite the fact that he had not been 
called upon to do any work whatsoever for the European Communities. In 
November 1975 the official was re-engaged by the EAC under a special contract 
and several months later he was integrated into the Commission's departments, 
at the same grade as before, as a temporary official. 

A Commission official of grade B 3, 4th step, obtained leave on personal 
grounds in order to take up a post as a member of EAC headquarters staff as 
from 1 April 1976 at grade A 5, 7th step. Apart from the wide disparity of 
classification which characterizes this appointment, it must be pointed out that 
the leave on personal grounds did not take effect until 1 May 1976 and that in 
April this person drew, simultaneously, his annual holiday pay as a Commission 
official and his salary as an EAC official. 

This deferred recruitment of Commission staff is carried on without respect 
for the provisions of the Staff Regulations either as to the organization of 
competitions, the duration of posts of temporary officials or the limitation on 
additional seniority on entry. 

Furthermore, the EAC 6ives these officials gradings which sometimes do not 
correspond either to their qualifications or to the duties they perform, with 
the result that their eventual integration into the Community administration can 
be effected only by down-grading them. 

The Audit Board once again expresses the hope that this system of recruiting 
which is contrary to both the provisions of the Staff Regulations and the 
budgetary and financial rules will be brought to an end as soon as possible • 

• 
• * 

This report, drawn up in the French language, was agreed in Brussels on 
13 July 1976 by the Audit Board 

Mr G. Freddi, President 
~'Ir M. Bernard 
Hr R. Burgert 
Mr J. French 
FJ.r P. Gaudy 
Hr H. Hartig 
rt;r A.K. Johansen 
Hr Ed. Holitor 
Hr " . Mulcahy 
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PART TWO THE EUROFEAN DEVELOFHENT FUNDS 

Before replying to the two sections of this part of the Audit Board's 

report (General accounts of the four Funds; Comments on various projects), 

the Commission considers it necessary to make a number of general remarks. 

It is prompted to do so by the nature and score of the observations made 

by the Audit Board in the introduction to its draft report. 

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

101 and 102. Submission of accounts (p. 2) 

It is true that in the draft financial regulation submitted 

to the Council the Commission proposed 1 June as the date for 

completion and forwarding of the EDF accounts. This pr6Fosal 

was chiefly influenced by two desires: 

- firstly, that there should be conformity with the I~rovisions 

of the general financial regulation, which adopted 1 June as 

the date for the forwarding of budget accounts, 

- secondly, that regard should be paid to the new burden imposed 

on the Commission by the proliferation of accounts of paying 

agents in 46 States; such a proliferation of accounts cannot 

fail to cause difficulties for the consolidation and processing 

of the accounting records at the end of the year. 

Anxious to heed the requests of the Audit Board, the Commission 

nevertheless agreed, in the course of discussions on the 

financial regulation, to withdraw its pro1~osal and to retain 

31 March as the date for comfletion and forwarding of the 

accqunts. It will endeavour, despite the difficulties 

enumerated above, to adhere to this time schedule. 
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103 to 105. Performance of inspection visits by the Audit Board (pp. 2 to 4) 

As in its previous report, the Audit Board again emphasizes 

the obstacles it has encountered in obt~ining regular communica

tion of certain documents and criticizes the Commission's 

interpretation of the Audit Board's duties. 

The Commission cannot let such phrases as ''lack of comprehension" 

and "stubborn referencefl pass without drawing attention to the 

efforts it has made to satisfy the wishes of the Audit Board. 
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a) Since 1974 most of the Audit Board's requests for the regular 

forwarding of documents have been met. The other requests, 

which had not been acceded to at the time when the Audit 

Board was preparing its report, related to the forwarding 

to the Audit Board of the minutes of EDF Committee meetings, 

the list of overseas visits by Commission officials and the 

rerorts on the outcome of those visits. 

Durine discussions in Council of the draft financial regulation 

for the fourth EDF the Commission proposed, to facilitate 

verification by the Audit Board, that there should be regular 

forwarding to the Audit Board durine the year not only of the 

minutes of EDF Committee meetir~s but also of decisions on 

financing, agreements on financing and transfers, and all 

periodical situation reports relating to the financial imple

mentation of operations in progress. This proposal was 

accepted by the Member States and was the subject of a 

declaration in connexion with Article 64 of the financial 

regulation. 

However, communication of the list of overseas visits by 

officials of the Directorate-General for Development and of 

the related reports raises rather different problems. 

These visits are not, as the Audit Board states, audit visits 

but are as a general rule visits for purposes of administration 

and action: their purpose is to examine the.conditions under 

which a project is being executed and to determine, in agree

ment with the authorities of the beneficiary country if 

necessary, what modifications or adjustments ought to be made 

to the project. They thus relate essentially to operations 

in progress. To accede to the Audit Board's request to take 

part in these visits would be tantamount to allo~ing it to 

participate in the management tasks arisine in the course of 

execution of the projects. 
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Such a request is contrary to the spirit of the Audit Board's 

task, which is intended .to be the performance of a retro

spective audit, and cannot therefore be acceded to by the 

Commission. In adopting this attitude, the Commission does 

not exclude the possibility that an official from the Audit 

Board could take part in a visit of this kind in exceptional 

cases and provided that the visit had an auditing bias. 

Such was the case with a visit to Madagascar in April 1976, 
in which an official from the Audit Board participated. 

b) It seems to the Commission that the Audit Board takes its 

interpretation of "retrospective auditing" too far.. For 

the Audit Board to be allowed to start auditing as soon as 

every commitment and payment forming part of a project had 

become definitive but before the project had been closed 

would lead to real congestion between Commission and Audit 

Board on all the operations financed by the EDF. 
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The Commission acknowledges, however, that to postpone action 

by the Audit Board until after the closure of each project 

might in some cases destroy a major part of the usefulness of 

the audit. For this reason it proposed, in the course of 

discussions on the financial regulation, that verification by 

the Audit Board should be able to take place, if the Audit 

Board so requested, as soon as each contract or estimate 

forming part of an operation or project has been closed. 

This proposal will henceforth be reflected in a declaration 

in connexion w:i.th Article 65 of the financial regulation, 

from which the reference to closed projects has been deleted. 

The Commission does not doubt that these statements will 

convince the Audit Board of its concern to provide the best 

possible conditions for perform~nce of the external audit. 

106. Closure of projects (p. 4) 

The Audit Board is correct in pointing out that the files are still late 

in being closed and that closure is not taking place in sooe cases until 

many months after the final payments have been made. 

This situation has its origin in the release of appropriations to the 

credit of the reserve account of the country in question for savincs 

achieved. These release orerations, which must be sanctioned by the 

national authorizing officers, are not effected with the satle speed in 

all countries. The Commission regularly reminds its representatives of 

the instructions given in this matter, stressing in particular the 

importance of closing certain projects, because the unused balances 

released enable new operations to be financed. 

In general the Commission does all it can to keeF the time required for 

closing projects to the minimum. 

have been taken: 

In this connexion, the follmving steps 

- systematic monitoring of first and second EDF projects which have not 

yet been closed. '.Vith the help of lists which are reviewed periodi

cally, many projects have been closed and the details forwarded to 

the Audit Board; 
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- introduction of a new system for classifying the files and monitoring 

the closure of contracts, in parallel with the computerization of 

EDF accounting records (in Luxembourg). 

In view of the results achieved so far, the Commission expects to be 

able to remove all the delays in forwarding closed files to the Audit 

Board by the end of 1976. 

107. Decisions on the appointment of authorizing officers and accounting 

officers (p. 5) 

It is true th .. :;~.t the most recent decision on the appointment of EDF 

authorizing and accounting officers, dating from 25 July 1973, has 

ceased, in part, to correspond to the new organizational structure of 

the directorate-general which became effective in July 1975. 
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This problem has not escaped the attention of the Commission's de~art

ments, who have frepared a new draft which will be submitted to the 

Commission for afiJroval as soon as the financial regulation governing 

the fourth EDF has fin2lly been adopted. 'I'hi.·3 draft reflects firstly 

the new duties of DG VIII defined by the Commi.ssi.on and, secondly, the 

entry into force of the fourth F.J)F. 

Fending the entry into force of the financial reeulation and in order 

to avoid hold in~; up the o:perat ions of the fourth EDF, the Commission 

took e. deciston on 25 I<ay 1976 reiterating the principles of the 

earlier decision of July 1973. 

With regard to the observation about the performance by the same official 

of the duties of deruty authorizing officer and controller of the author

ization of payments, it must be pointed out that this duality of funstions 

is only aprarent: in its decision of 13 March 1968 the Commi:-:osion 

stipulated that 11 the Directorate-Genrral for Development Aid shall con

tinue to be responsible fer the control of authorizati.ons and, more 

generally, for the authorizing department, on behalf of the principb.l 

authorizing officer''. 

It was in implementation of this decision that the authorizing department 

of the ED:b""' was set up; its object was: 

- firstly: to administer the arrropriatj ons of the ED:F' on beh.glf of 

the princiral authorizing officer; 

- secondly: to audit, in the main retrosrectively, the authorizations 

and payments effected on the spot by the national authorizing 

officer which have been arrroved by the rerresentatives of 

the Commission and the paying agents of the EDF in conformity 

wit~ the provisions of Article 15 (2) of the Financial 

Regulation. 

The fact that in certain cases an official may, through the delegation 

of powers~ have carried out the function of controllinc; the authorization 

of payments simultaneously with the function of authorizing officer is 
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perfectly compatible with the above-quoted decision of the Commission 

since in any case the responsibilities involved form an aggregate of 

duties which is entirely within the province of the authorizing officer, 

whether it is a question of the act of authorizing payment or measures 

to be taken before or after 'that act. Moreover, "these duties are 

quite separate from those performed by Financial Control. 

108. Communication between authorizing departments and accounts departments 

(p. 5) 

The lack of communication between the departments responsible for 

authorizing payments and the accounts departments, which is reported 

by the Audit Board, has indeed been one aspect of the accounting system 

sometimes meriting criticism and giving rise to delays in the closure 

of projects. 

Since the reor3anization of this directorate-general, which became 

effective on 1 July 1975, this as~ect of management has been progressively 

improved in the context of the introduction of a new accounting system 

based on the comFuter in the Computer Centre in Luxembourg and the 

adoption of new directives on the closure of projects. 
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The accounting system now in operation, which is based on separate 

accounting for authorizations of payments and actual payments of 

expenditure, entails automatic reconciliation of accounts when a 

transaction is closed, with the object of checking that these accounts 

agree. This procedure came into force on 1 June 1976 at the same time 

as the new method of classifying supporting documents, of which it is 

an extension. The Commission thinks that these measures should remove, 

or at any rate considerably reduce, the differences discovered by the 

Audit Board. 

I~ must be pointed out that basically the differences found at the close 

of a year for a given project were purely mechanical, in that they 

were the result of time-lags in accounting. In fact, if the overall 

financial situation of the project is analysed -without regard to the 

position shown by the accounts at the end of the year - the accounting 

records will reveal no overspending. 
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CHAPTER 1 THE GENERAL ACCOUN·rs OF THE FOUR FUNDS 

I. The first EDF 

109. Closure of the first EDF (:p. 6) 

During 1975 the Commission has not ceased to make every effort to 

speed up closure of the operations of the first EDF. However, owing 

to disrutes with the firms involved or postponement of the formalities 

for closure of orerations, fresh delays prevented the J:rojects being 

closed in accordance with the planned timetable. The country princi-

pally involved was Algeria, where six projects were due to be closed 

shortly. 

These delays are quite outside the control of the Commission, which 

is doing all it can to wind up the operations of the first SDF. Thus 

eleven more projects were closed durin[; the first four months of 1976 
and another two projects are currently in process of closure. 

The Commission wishes to draw attention to the fact that the total 

co!Ilmitments from the funds allocated to the first EDF amounted to 

570.7 million u.a. and not 370.7 million u.a. as stated in the refort. 

Furthermore, the unused balance of 1.74 million u.a. (not 1.76 million 

u.a. as stated) represents the balance of rrovisional commitments 

relating to all the countries concerned and not merely Algeria, Benin 

and Senegal. 

The cost overrun of 109 414 u.a. was adjusted in the accounts for 1976, 
with the exception of a debt of approximately 53 000 u.a. relating to 

Algeria which has remained in suspense for many years owing to difficulty 

in collecting a guarantee which became payable on the bankruptcy of a 

contractor. 
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II. The second EDF 

110. O;perations financed from the second EDF (p. 7) 

The appropriations released from production aid ~rejects were allocated 

to the heading rTinvestment r,lrojects" in error. 

was discovered an adjusting entry was made. 

As soon as the error 

The same applies to the syecial loan of 1 271 000 u.a., for which an 

error in programming on the LOGABAX computer resulted in entry under 

the heading rt All countries''. In fact, the whole of the loan should 

be assigned to Senegal. 
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111. Setting of ceilings (p. 8) 

For some time now the Commission has been contemplating a financial 

revision of the projects of the second and third FillFs still in progress 

in order to take account of changes that have occurred due to rarid 

price movements and developments in the monetary sphere. This 

operation, which is known as rtsetting a ceiling'' on projects, is 

intended to result in the fixing of a firm allocation of finance by 

country for each of the Funds. Unfortunately, o~ing to the rersistent 

instability of prices, the Commission has had to post~one this nork 

several times. 

A new factor now affectins the situation has been the decision to aprly 

the new 11basket" unit of account to EDF p0yments as from 1 July 1975. 

In general, the result has been an appreciation of the various currencies 

of the Member States, except for the Italian lira, in relation to the 

rates of exchange previously used for EDF commitments exrressed in 

national currencies. Consequently, the amounts in units of account 

made available have been greater tha.n origi.nRlly plBnned. 

For this reason the Commission decided to carry out the ceiling-settine 

operation without further delay, with the aim of determining for each 

associated country the financial limits of the Commission's commitment, 

which will be expressed in Eurorean units of account. This oreration 

is now in rrogress and is ex~ected to be com}leted by the end of 1976. 

112. AASM building (p. 8) 

Before replying to the Audit Board's comments on the registration fees, 

it will be useful to restate the major outlines of this oreration. 

On 12 November 1974 the Council took a decision to assent to a request 

from the Chairman of the Co-ordinating Council of the AASM that part 

of the miscellaneous revenue and interest of the first and second EDFs 

should be earmarked for the construction of a building in Brussels to 

accommodate the administrative and commercial services of the Associated 

States. To this end the Council granted an aprrorriatj_on of 2 million 
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u.a., correspondj_ng to about 100 million Belgian francs. 'rhe first 

transaction effected with the aid of this appropriation was the purchase 

of a site on which the premises in question were to be built. 

However, in order not to delay the setting up of their secretariat, 

the ACP States were compelled to abandon the original plan to erect 

a building and to consider purchasing a four-storey building which was 

already in course of construction, at a cost of approximately Bfrs 205 

million. To achieve this they submitted a request for additional 

financial aid to the Community. 

Acceding to this request, the Council agreed on 29 January 1976 to 

increase the Community's contribution for the acquisition of the 

building, raising it from 2 million to 3.65 million u.a., or about 

Bfrs 180 million. 
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In adopting this decision the Council considered that it was essential 

not to restrict the use of this ar1·ror:riation to the needs of the 

secretariat of the ACP States but to extend it, as the AC~ States 

themselves had suggested, to the needs of the Centre for Industrial 

Development provided for under Article 36 of the Lome Convention. 

To complete the financing of this operation the ACF States for their 

part decided, at their conference in Iv!alawi on 11 and 12 Decen1ber 1975, 

to make a contribution of Bfrs 25 million. 

In the lieht of this information, it is necessary to set out the 

conditions for the recovery of the registration fees mentioned by 

the Audit Board. 

When the land was purchased, a sum of Bfrs 2 063 169 was raid in regis

tration fees; this sum was subsequently refunded tc the AASN under a 

remission decision taken by the Belgian tax authorities. The sum 

refunded was not, however, paid into the AASM buildings account but 

into an account o~ened in the name of the Co-ordinatin£ Council of the 

AASM, and part of it was used in accordance witb the provisions governing 

that account. 

The Commission made several approaches in an attemrt to secure the 

transfer of the sum back to the buildings account. At a meeting with 

the AASM the Commission accepted a number of items of expense directly 

connected with the acquisition of the building (architects' invoices, 

payment on account made to the firm of consultants resronsible for 

supervising the building work). 

Contrary to what the Audit Board states, however, it refused to accert 

any Of'erating expenditure of the Co-ordinating Council of the AASH. 

A receivable order was therefore issued in AJ?ril 1976 against the 

Co-ordinating Council in order to secure the transfer of the difference 

between the amount of the original refund and the amount of justified 

expenditure, namely Bfrs 1 485 269, back to the buildings account. 
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The transfer back did not take place until June 1976, for an amount 

of Bfrs 451 269, the balance of Bfrs 1 034 000 having been used directly 

by the AASM to meet (justified) expenditure on the fees of the notary 

who drew up the deed of purchase and on a further payment on account 

to the firm of consultants. 

The Commission did not fail to draw the attention of the AASM to the 

fact that netting off of revenue and expenditure in this way is contrary 

to the provisions governing the use of the appropriations earmarked for 

the acquisition of the building. 
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III. The third EDF 

113. Administration of the third EDF (p. 10) 

a) ~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~§_r:~~!~~~~~!-~~~~!~~~~~~l--E~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ 

It is true that the accounting balances showed firm commitments 

exceeding provisional commitments and payments exceeding commitments. 

This was due to material accounting errors which have been corrected. 

In accordance with the Council decision of December 1975, Italy 

has paid the Fund the 17 400 million lire which had been charged 

to it under the head of regularization. 

It is true that the sums received by the EIB in the form of repayments 

of special loans and income on risk capital between 1 August 1975 

and 31 December 1975 were not credited to the Fund's accounts. This 

situation is the result of the Council decision of 22 July 1975 
which provided for the placing to reserve of such sums. 

This decision was confirmed by Article 10 of the internal financial 

agreement relating to the fourth EDF and by Article 68 of the 

financial regulation of the fourth EDF. The latter article stipulates 

in particular that these repayments must be consolidated in a special 

account opened in the books of the Bank. It does not stipulate, as 

did the corresponding clause (Article 63) of the financial regulation 

of the third EDF, that the Bank is obliged to repay to the Fund, on 

mere request from the Commission, the sums thus received. 
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CRAFTER 2 CCHHE!~TS ON VARIOUS F ROJ"I:CTS 

I. Investment projects (Faint 116, p. 15) 

1. ImJ='rovement of roads in Lob aye (Central African Renublic) --------------------------------------------------&------
=-~:~J~~~-~~-~22~~2~2~ (p. 15) 

It is true that the lowest tender for the work on this project, 

which had been accepted as valid by the Commission from both the 

technical and the economic point of view and which moreover had 

been accepted rrovisionally by the scrutinizing committee, was 

rejected by the authorities of the Central African Republic. 

Three weeks after the opening of the tenders (23 November 1970) 

the Commission was informed by its representative that the author

ities of the Central African Republic intended to expel the lowest

tendering firm, whose bid had amounted to CFAF 317 million, and 

to award the work to the company with the second lowest tender 

which proposed to reduce its price from CFAF 421 million to CFAF 

350 million and to subcontract the work to a local firm. 

Various arguments were put forward by the Government of the Central 

African Rerublic in justification of this decision. In particular, 

it was said that the head of the lowest-tendering firm was regarded 

by the Rerublic's authorities as "persona non grata11 in that country. 

Anxious that its regulations should be respected, the Commission 

stood by its decision to accept only the lowest tenderer. This 

gave rise to a considerable exchange of correspondence between the 

Commission and the local administration and many representations 

were made by our delegation at Bangui. 

In June 1971 the i':inistry of Public .'Jorks stated that the Government 

would not go back on its decision and proposed, as ''a way out of 

the impasse'', that there should be a fresh call for tenders, but 

this time a limited one completely excluding the firm concerned. 
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Such a solution would not have solved the Froble:n of the lowest

tendering firm. Moreover, the result of such a course would have 

been the submission of less interesting proposals than those 

submitted in response to the first invitation, particularly in the 

matter of prices. 

The categorical refusal by the authorities of the Central African 

Republic, which was confirmed by a delegation from that country 

that travelled to Brussels in July 1971, prompted the Commission 

to settle for a less expensive solution and award the contract to 

the second-lowest tendering firm. 
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Ado~tion of this solution enabled savings to be made since the 

tenderer was still agreeable to reducing his offer to CFAF 350 

million, as mentioned above, and accepted that the cost escalation 

clause should be deleted from the contract. However, he was 

allowed to revise his prices for the period from the date of the 

opening of the tenders to the date of signature of the contract. 

2. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~-~~~~-~~~~-2~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~~~:~EE~~-Y~!~~ 
~:~~~~~:-=-~~~J~~~-~~~-~22!222!~2-~~~-~222!~~2!22!2~ (p. 16) 

Despite the unfavourable opinion expressed by the Upper Volta 

authorities, the Commission decided to award the contract to the 

consortium submitting the lowest tender (21 % lower than the next 

lowest competitor) for the following reasons: 

- this consortium was able to frovide very solid financial guarantees, 

being supported by po~erful financial groups; 

- the companies' representatives, at a meeting in Brussels, confirmed 

their unit prices and gave assurances that they would execute the 

contract correctly; 

- at that time it was impossible to grant contracts for this type 

of work to firms other than French firms; 

- the consortium's bid was the only one compatible with the budgeted 

cost of the contract. 

At the time the contract was terminated by mutual agreement the 

indemnification charged to the consortium amounted to CFAF 337.5 

million, representing about 20% of the contract. After the final 

settlement of accounts the amount that had been repaid by the con

tractor was CFAF 130 million. 

A new contract was concluded privately with the group that had 

submitted the second lowest tender in response to the initial 

invitation, for a price of CFAF 1 982 723 210. Completion took 

place within the sti~ulated time-limit, with provisional acceptance 

on 30 June 1972 and final acceptance on 23 June 1973. 
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It is clear that extension of the contractual time-limits and the 

fact that the payments were made in Jeutschmarks caused a significant 

cost escalation. 

On the latter point, the Commission would :r;Qint out that payment in 

Deutschmarks instead of Belgian francs as originally planned was 

justified for two reasons: 

firstly, the German rartner's share in the consortium was 

substantial, 

- secondly, this same partner bore the cost of continuing the work 

almost on its own. 

This change had no effect on the amount committed for the rroject 

in units of account. 
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The explanation for the increase in the cost of supervision of 

the work is as follows: 

- the Consultancy firm commenced its duties, in keeping with a 

decision by the Upper Volta authorities and in accordance with 

its contract, on the official date for the commencement of 

construction work (17 April 1968) but before the contractor had 

been appointed. 

It should be noted that the period prior to the appointment of the 

contractor, which influenced the actual start of the work, was put 

to good use by the consultants, who used it to study the siting of 

the road and to assist the ~-1inistry of Public Works in other spheres. 

- postponement of the target date for completion of the work had 

the same effect. 

3. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~-~~~~:P~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~EE~:_Y~~~~l 
=-~~~J~~~-~~-~22~222!2§ (p. 16 ) 

The Commission cannot agree entirely with the Audit Board's comments 

here. 

It is true that payment of compensation to the firm was held up 

owing to the difficulty of the questions that had to be resolved. 

For this reason the Commission's Legal 3ervice had to be consulted 

before a firm decision could be taken by the Commission. 

On the other hand, refusal to bear the cost of repair work (not 

restoration work) was not caused by exhaustion of the ar:.propriations 

but by purely objective considerations. 

4· ~~EE~~-~!-~~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-!~~~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~~~ 
=-~:~J~~~-~~-~22~222~2§ (p. 17) 

The shortcomings in this project pointed out by the Audit Board 

have not escaped the attention of the Commission who, however, 

despite repeated representations to the responsible authorities, 

have been unable to remedy the situation. 

state of affairs are of two kinds: 

The reasons behind this 
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- the Congolese administration has persistently repudiated its 

undertakings as given in the financing agreement; in particular, 

it made no arrangements for ~roviding logistical suy:port to the 

technical officer in his duties. Only when the situation had 

deteriorated beyond the critical stage and in response to the 

continued re:r;resentations of the Commission, did the administration 

begin to com:prehend the scope of the problem, but by then it was 

too late to remedy matters. 

- at the time in question the administration was hampered in its 

action by the folitical authorities who had demanded mobilization 

of all Congolese citizens. 
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5. Nola Fort and Urper Sangha river fleet in the Central African 
--------------------------------------------------------~--~-
~:E~~~~~-=-~:~J:~~-~~~-2~~~~~~2~1-~22~~~~!~~1-~2~~~~~!~~i~~ 
~~~-2222!~~~!2~!2~ (p. 17) 

The statement that the grouping together of the civil engineering 

contracts excluded small local firms from competition is incorrect: 

a number of contracts were in fact awarded to Central African firms 

under the nNola Fort" project; a list of these can be sent to the 

Audit Board if it so wishes. 

~ith re~ard to the increase in the cost of the work, although 

underestimation in the preliminary study and the manner of organiza

tion of the invitation to tender may have been contributin£ factors, 

the main reason was the very steer rise in the cost of raw materials, 

particularly steel - of which a large quantity was used - and the 

price of labour which was also subject to considerable rises. 

~hilst it is true that the Commission granted financial surfort on 

a larse scale, it should not be forgotten that the Central African 

Government also m;..lde a financial contribution to the work which was 

far from negligible in relation to its budgetary resources. 

1. ~:~~~~~~~-~g:~~~!~~:~~-~~~~~~-!~-Q~~!E~~~-=-~:~J~~~-~~-22~~~~~2~ 
(p. 18) 

- The period of 24 months allowed in the financing agreement for 

completion of the project, including architectural studies (for 

which no Consultancy firm had been appointed), was obviously an 

underestimate; 

- negotiation of the contract took nearly a year and the time 

required for study of the rroject until issue of the invitation 

to tender ~pproximately 21 months; 

- on the other hand, the construction work was completed within the 

stipulated time-limit, although the school was not opened until 
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more than two years after completion of the work, which was 

regrettable of course but was principally the fault of the 

Cameroon authorities who were unable to provide the school in 

time with the teaching staff essential for starting the courses. 

With regard to the delay in forwarding files to the Audit Board, 

the Commission acknowledges that this was the result of faulty 

organization of this work. Steps have since been taken, notably 

periodical checking of closed files, which should :prevent the 

recurrence of such faults. 

2. ~~!!~~~!-~g~~~~~!~~!-~~~~~!_!~-!~~-!!~:~-2~~~~-=-t~~j~~!-~~-~22!~9§!29 
(p. 18) 

Although it is true that there were certain inadequacies in the 

study, it was possible to remedy these during construction. The 

Commission would point out that the consultancy firm responsible 

for the study, which was subsequently wound up, was not awarded any 

further study contracts by the Commission. 
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In the matter of penalties, it is true that the contracting firm 

should have had to pay lateness penalties of approx. CFAF 33 million. 

However, in view of the fact that this firm was being assisted by 

the Ivory Coast Government under a scheme to encourage Ivory Coast 

firms, the application of too severe a penalty would not have been 

welcomed by the national authorizing officer and the Government. 

Moreover, it is certain that a penalty of this order would have 

placed an excessive financial burden on the company, which was 

carrying out work on this scale for the first time. 

In addition, the work still remaining to be :performed after the end 

of the contractual time-limit was considered by the principal as 

finishing-off work. 

All these factors together caused the Commission to agree that the 

penalties should be calculated for the period from the end of the 

contractual time-limit (15 January 1972) to the date of the second 

request for provisional acceptance (11 February 1972), a period of 

27 days. 

It may be noted that the users had not contemplated opening the 

school until the beginning of the October term, 1972, and that the 

contracting firm, despite the shortcomings in its organization, made 

a real effort in the closing months to make good the delay that had 

accumulated over the course of the work. 

1. ~~~~~~~~~~~!~-~~-~~~-~~~~~~-!~!~~~~-=-~~~j~~~-~~~-22~~~!~2~[~2~ 
~·~~-~22~~2!2~ (p. 19) 

~ork.on rrojects in the Cornaro Islands is often a source of difficulty, 

particularly where work of a minor nature in regions like Foumbouni, 

Hitsamiouli and fviamutzu is concerned. 

Small local firms are the only undertakings involved in this work, 

but they lack adequate technical and financial facilities. On top 
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of this, procurement of construction materials is often di.~'ficult 

owing to the distance of the islands from sources of SU?fly and 

difficulty of access to the centres in question. 

The construction of the medical unit at Hitsamiouli v:as awarded to 

one such firm, which v:as unable to complete it. Besides the fact 

that the authorities had to take over completion of the v:ork, it 

was necessary to carry out additional improvement work to the fresh 

water distribution network and to erect fencing. 

These factors explain why the time required for execution of the 

work, originally set at 12 months, actually took 25 months. 

In the case of the medical units at Foumbouni and Hamutzu, comfletion 

of the work overran the stipulated time-limit by three months. 

This lateness was caused by the fact that these schemes, too, had 

to be co~pleted under management by the authorities. 
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It is true that commissioning of the medical units at Foumbouni and 

Mamutzu was delayed for two years for lack of appropriations for 

operating expenditure. 

Following intervention by the Commission and its re11resentative the 

Mitsamiouli medical unit was able to commence operation in August 

1969, after the necessary medical personnel had been appointed. 

The Foumbouni medical unit could not be brought into service until 

1971. 

The provision of sufficient operating appro~riations and the perform

ance of additional work fin~nced from existing balances of funds 

made it possible, moreover, to remove the final obstacles standing 

in the way of the satisfactory operation of these two medical units. 

2. ~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~!:~~-~~:~~~~-~~E~~~~~-=-~:?~~~~-~~-22~~~!222 
(p; 19) 

The Commission can only restate what it has already said concerning 

the causes of the delays occurring in completion of this investment 

~roject. While the bankruptcy of the contractor responsible for 

installing water supplies to the centres was in large part the reason 

for this state of affairs, there was also the need to carry out 

additional work to increase the comfort of those using the medical 

units (drain~ge, fencing, shelters for families), for which a 

contract was signed in January 1972, followed by two SUfplementary 

agreements signed in November 1972 and October 1973 respectively. 

Late closure of this project, in July 1975, arose from differences 

of opinion between the Commission and the Central African authorities 

concerning the balance due and postponement of the guarantee period. 

Nevertheless, it is encouraging to note that the contractual work 

on the buildings was completed with relatively little delay and that 

the equipment, ordered in October 1967, was delivered within the 

stipulated time, in July 1968. 
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1. ~!~!!~~~~-~!-~-~:~~~~~~-~~~::_~~~r~~-~~-:~e~~-~:~~~~~:~-~~~~:~~ 
~~-~~~~~~!_:_~:~J~~~-~~-22!~2!22§ (p. ZO) 

It is true that the bringing into service of the boreholes sunk in 

1967 was held Uf for five years by abnormally lenethy administrative 

:procedures. 

The reason for this was that right from the stage of examination 

of the project a fundamental problem arose as to the size of the 

project and as to its management after completion. Differences 

arose between the Commission and the administration on the desicn 

of the project, which was considered by the forQer to be too lavish. 

All the Commission's demands were aimed at matching the installations 

to the needs of the r-opulation and bringing the recurring charges 

within the financial resources of the consumer.s an::-1 the bodies 

resi,onsible for management. 
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It is of course regrettable that the dialogue between the Commission 

and the Senegalese administration should not have been easier, but 

the part played by the Commission in the role of adviser in the 

matter of drinking w~ter supplies at.the time the project was being 

examined can only be approved. 

In addition, there were some other factors contributing to increasing 

the delays, na~ely: 

- difficulties within the Senegalese administration; 

- lack of qualified staff, hence the need to resort to technical 

assistants; 

- blockage of files while the technical assistants were on holiday, 

which was the fault of the Senegalese administration; 

- shortcomings of the administration in the matter of preparing and 

producing files. 

Furthermore, adjudication of the second batch of tenders relating 

to motor-driven pumps raised difficulties because the only bid 

strictly conforming to the conditions of the invitation to tender, 

which was technically the best bid, was the most expensive and 

therefore called for a slight upward adjustment of the appropriation 

earmarked for the project. 

Despite these successive delays, the project· was correctly eX.ecuted 

and was kept within the financial limits oriJinally laid down, viz. 

·cFAF 115 million (425 000 u.a.) or, after devaluation, CFAF 118 

million. 

Now that it is known that the Senegalese Government is finding .. it 

extremely difficult to set up a body to take charge of management 

of the drinking water supply because of the massive financial charges 

arising from the work already completed, it will be better understood 

why the Co~nission took a firm stand on this particular project. 
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2. ~~!!_~~~~~~!~~!~~-~~~-~~~!:~~~~!~~-~~~E~!~~-~-2~~~~~~~ 
rE~J~~~-~~-1~!~~!~2Z <P· 2o) 

The specific problems attendant on implementation of an experiruer.tal 

measure of this type were cor~ectly assessed by the Commission at 

the outset and even before application of the finance sanctioned. 

The difficulties 'encountered may be considered normal, for the 

following reasons: 

undulating ground in a region with a fragile ecoloey; 

- land-tenure problems which always arise when communities have 

to be moved; 

- particularly difficult rroblems connected with establishing an 

agricultural policy in heterogeneous regions, for physical and 

human reasons. 
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Thanks to careful handling of the actual work and close monitoring 

of the measures implemented, the parts of the project completed 

did not deviate from their objectives of land improvement and the 

socio-economic progress of the communities concerned. 

in question were: 

The measures 

soil conservation measures and anti-erosion camraign (protective 

reafforestation to prevent erosion by wind and surface water, 

anti-erosion banks, etc). Because of the recurring charges which 

such schemes give. rise to, the present measures are in the nature 

of pilot projects; 

- insertion of stone blocks into watercourses (to regulate the flow), 

an operation which has been very successful; 

- opening up of tracks; 

- provision of physical and managerial infrastructure for agriculture 

and public health. 

Expenditure during the first implementation period, extending from 

1962/63 to 1964/65, related to the necessary soil and topographical 

studies, acquisition of the plant required and execution of work 

under management by the authorities in the Kapsiki and Natakam 

regions (anti-erosion and reafforestation work, regulation of 

watercourses). 

The second implementation period, in the Doulo Gane district of the 

same region, between 1968/69 and 1970/71, enabled optimum results 

to be achieved by organizing the settling of communities, whose 

migration is inevitably slow and hesitant, and caused rural production 

to make rapid progress locally. The measures, which were redefined 

in 1966, had been resumed in 1967 after a supplementary agreement 

giving this type of operation a more social and more ~reductive 

character had been concluded. 

Recruitment and settling of migrant farmers proceeded as planned, 

in spite of problems with the allocation of vacant land. Rural 

production made fairly rapid progress during the period 1968/69 

to 1970/71. 
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The princi~al delays were caused by the inefficiency of the firm 

responsible for carrying out construction work, which had to be 

completed under management by the authorities. The savings made 

on closure of these contracts and schemes enabled a public health 

dispensary to be built at A~ssa-Harde in 1974. 

3. 2~~~~~~:~~~~-~~-1~~-!~!~~-~~-~~:-~~~~~-~~~~~~-~!_g~~~ 
~~~J~:~-~~-~11!91!!1~ (p. 20 ) 

In this kind of project the fees for studies and supervision of 

work cannot be the same as the fees normally charged in connexion 

with civil engineering projects. 

These projects call for studies on site, in very varied and little 

known regions: they require general hydrogeological familiarity 

with the region, gained in earlier studies or through knowledge of 

wells already used by the local population and knowledge of the way 
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life of the local people (nomadic for most of the time and very 

little known even to the local administrative authorities); 

conditions of access are very variable (distances, drought, sand

storms); the rolitical context affects the safety of persons and 

their belongings. 

The Kanem lies in one of the most difficult regions of Africa from 

the point of view of the characteristics enumerated above. The 

divergent conclusions reached by ''experts" who have spent as much 

as two years in these regions and have investigated this type of 

}roblem at close quarters (provision of water to rural communities) 

confirm the extreme difficulty firstly of understanding and over

coming the physical phenomena to be found here and secondly of 

assessing the behaviour of the people concerned and forecasting 

their reaction to rrojects designed to improve their well-being. 

A study for wells thus presupposes many visits to the sites, which 

will be lont: and costly, for the purpose of evaluating the physical 

data (water resources, soil geology), making contact with essentially 

nomadic reor;les, and planning installations which will meet their 

needs (drinking water, improvement of pasture land) and suit their 

way of life. If the list of data specially required for this type 

of study is co~pared with that obtained in ordinary civil engineering 

studies, it will be ap1-.reciated why the fees are high. 

Siinilarly, the cost of supervision, which is fairly high, appears 

justified if one considers firstly the technique used, which calls 

for two officials with different qualifications (hydrogeologist and 

civil engineer) and secondly the len&th of time needed for the 

work - even longer than originally foreseen, in this case, because 

of very harsh climatic conditions (sandstorms) and the mode of life 

of the people who leave their camps to take part in the rural 

activities of their community. 

Cornfletion of the work at the sites was fraught with serious diffi

culties, it is true (there were two fatal accidents), and the method 
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of work em:r;loyed had to be reviewed for the wells remaining to be 

sunk. However, it was lack of funds which forced the authorities 

to abandon comrletion of the wells. 

As far as hydrogeolot;ical ex:ploration is concerned, the results seem 

satisfactory (152 wells: water discovered in 149); as far as 

construction is concerned they are less satisfactory (32 wells still 

to be completed). However, it has been possible to confirm the 

quality of the work performed after a period of 10 to 24 months of 

use. 

As for maintenance of the wells - after the departure of the 

co1~truction firm - different arrancements have been made according 

to whether the wells in question are village wells or wells intended 

for the use of nomads in transit. In the Kanem, where there is a 

tradition of well-use and where the herdsmen's movements are rrinci

pally motivated by the existence of water sur.rlies, maintenance has 

been left to the care of the r-·eo:r;le themselves. But the results 

cannot be known in advance: cha:-:sing climatic conditions (drou[_;ht, 

sandstorms), the rnovernent of nomads, the react ion of the :t:Jeo:rle, 

their ignorance of techniques needed for concrete wells - these are 

to date the best-known reasons for failures and are receiving s:~~ecial 

attention from the administrative authorities and the internatio~al 

financial agencies. 
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1 • 9~~!!~-:~~~~-~~-!~~-2~~~~~!-~!~~~~~-~~E~~!~~-=-~~~j~~!-~~-~22!~2~!2~ 
(p. 20) 

The high cost of technical assistance was due to the lack of skilled 

management resources in the Central African Republic; during the 

stage of creation of the ranch this necessitated the appointment of 

three executives (director, stock-breeding agent and construction 

manager) and the taking on of various specialists from the Office 

for the Develor::ment of Stock-Breeding (ODEL). 

The volume of this technical assistance ·was in no way excessive 

when one considers that the development Viork on the farm (fencing; 

scrub clearance; construction of tracks, buildings, sheds and 

dipping tanks) was performed under administrative control of the 

authorities. Until the departure of this expatriate staff in 1970 

it was possible to execute the r::rogramme in accord&nce with the 

provisions of the financing agreement. 

After the ranch had been taken over by the Central African administra

tion following com}:;letion by the EDF it was not possible to bring 

it into operation for lack of administrative ap:pror:riations. This 

fjn,qnce was to have been sur-plied by ODEL, which was responsible for 

managing the slaughterhouses, directing operations and exercising 

the marketins monopoly. ODEL was eventually dissolved. 

It must be added that this disorganization was not wholly unconnected 

with the Central African Government's aerarian reforms. For lack 

of material and animal resources requisitioned by the central 

authorities, the ranch had to be abandoned for three or four years. 

Subsequently, the Government decided to entrust management of this 

or.-eration to a private company. 

2. ~!!~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~-!~~~~~-~!~-!~-~~~-2~~~!~!-~!~!~~~-~~E~~~~~ 
=-~:~J~~!-~~-~12!22~!~9 (p. 20 ) 

The o~eration to eliminate the tsetse fly was part of a research 
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programme which, under the terms of the financing agreement, should 

have been entrusted to the sole body srecializing in this field, 

the Institute of Stock-Breeding and Veterinary Hedicine in I'ro:pical 

Countries (IEHVT). But the Central African Republic disregarded 

these conditions and expelled IEJ>.WT without requestine; the appoint

ment of other expatriate research workers who could have completed 

the programme. 

Owing to the long :periods required for manufacture and delivery, . 

the only money spent on the project was on the irradiation apparatus 

which, as soon as it was received, was put into storage by the 

Central African authorities in a rlace unknown to our delegation. 

Eventually, three years later, the investigations instituted by our 

delegation led to the discovery of the apparatus, which had not 

been prorerly protected in its temporary shelter. ~xposed to the 

weather, it had suffered severe deterioration. 
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Horeover, the apr.aratus had been damaged on unloading. After 

difficult negotiations, the supplier agreed to take the apparatus 

back and he is now trying to restore it to a condition in which it 

can be resold. The supplier had already ·agreed to bear the cost 

of carriage and will now draw up a final account based on the 

proceeds of resale, if any. 

~~~~!~~-~f-~:~:~!:~-~~!-~~!~~-!~_!!!!~§~-~:~~~-=-~~~~-= 
~,~~~~~~-~~-2~!E~!12§ (p. 21 ) 

The Commission confirms that the loss made by the factory was due 

principally to a drop in production caused by the drought. Another 

factor also contributed to this state of affairs: the increase in 

selling prices for the oil caused peasants to sell their own small

scale production at better prices instead of sending the date 

clusters to the oil mill which could offer only a rather low price 

(CFAF 3.5 per kg). Subsequently, this price was raised from 

CFAF 3.5 to CFAF 5 per kg for clusters collected from peasants and 

fromCFAF 5 to CFAF 6 per kg for clusters from selected r:alm groves. 

It is true that the technical annex attached to the file for the 

submission of the ~reject emphasized the rather adverse ecological 

conditions of the region; but the Com~ission was perfectly well 

aware of the need to observe certain technical exigencies. Although 

the wild palm can adapt itself to a rainfall of 800 to 900 mm/ha, 

the selected variety is much more demanding, requiring an optimum 

of 1800 mm/ha well srread over the year. 

With regard to the cost of overhauling the factory, which was double 

the amount of the estimate, reaching CF Al!' 46 million as against 

CFAF 23 million, the Commission would point out that the initial 

estimate was based on a plan submitted in 1959 and that the size 

of the underestimate was not ap:preciated until the studies made in 

1965 had been seen. Given the objectives which it was desired to 

achieve, restoration of the factory was essential. For this 
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reason, therefore, the Commission, in a first phase, financed the 

overhaul of the existing equipment in oruer to keef the m&chinery 

orerational and, in n second phase, rrovided for the financing of 

equipment and construction work to double the mill's frocessing 

capacity and to enable it to undertake the trituration of palm nuts 

from different sources. 

4. ~:~~~~~~~~-~f-~~~~~~~~!-~~!-~!-~:~~§~~-=-~~~~-=-~:~j~~~-~~-~~2!~~2!22 
(p. 21) 

Two main factors were responsible for the unsatisfactory results 

obtained from this operation: 

- the targets and estimates for annual growth were over-ortimistic: 

multi!llying output eisht times in three years is a feat rarely 

achieved in acriculture; 
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- it would have been necessary to effect a partial change in the 

outlook and way of life of a predominantly pastoral people living 

from a subsistence economy in a region lacking any means of 

communication - the latter being a factor accentuating the popula

tion's self-sufficiency - and lying outside the range of any 

monetary circulation. 

To engage in the production of essential oil of oranges these 

communities had to open their economy to the outside world and to 

base it on an agricultural activity considered degrading for the 

Feulhs, who only took it up to the extent that their children were 

able to do the work. 

A long-term programme to train up managerial personnel, would have 

hel:r.,ed to bring about the change in outlook necessary for the attaj_n

ment of the planned goals. But the local administrative authorities 

were not disposed to accept long-term technical assistance. For 

their part the Commission's re~resentatives, preoccupied with more 

im}Jortant projects, were unable to remedy the causes for these results 

which were mediocre in relation to objectives that were, it will be 

recalled, too ambitious for a short-term project. 

The Commission considers, however, that now that Community financing 

of the project has been completed, the operation is continuing to 

bear fruit. From 1970 to 1974 annual production increased from 

800 to 1700 kg, giving the Froducers a price varying between F~G 750 

to 1000 per kg for machine extraction and FHG 1100 to 1350 per kg 

for extraction by the spoon method. On an investment of FMG 11 

million, the total gross income of the peasants has been about FMG 

8 million and that of the State about FHG 26 million. In other 

words from the economic point of view the project has had some 

beneficial results. 
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5. ~~~~-~~E~~!~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~-!~~~~~-~~~-2!~~~-~~~-!~-~~~! -
~~~J~~~-~~-~~~!222!~2 (p. 21 ) 

Paragraph 5 of the special conditions in financing agreement no 

574 stated that the land development at work at Sarantomo-Sin~ 

would be carried out only if there were real possibilities of 

bringing the land into productive use. So, at the time of the 

planning visit of January 1970, a meeting was held with the resfonsi

ble officials from the !4inistry of Production at which it was 

decided to send an ex1,ert to the site to study all possibilities 

of completing the im:rrovement of the plain so that a decision could 

be taken on whether to start the work provided for in the new 

project or to abandon it. On another matter, the Agricultural 

Engineering Department, disinclined to undertake the whole of the 

clearance and ploughing work under its own control (for lack of 

qualified personnel) sue~ested that recourse should be had to :Private 

firms and contacted several such firms for the purpose of obtaining 

quantified estimates. 

Subsequently, the local re~resentative sent the Commission a note 

from the Agricultural Engineering Department which dealt with the 

questions raised at the January 'neeting and stated: 

- firstly, that as a result of the visit to the site by the director 

of the Agricultural F.ngineering :Uepartraent and. the technical 

adviser there was now nothing to be gained from sending an expert 

to the site, particularly since the FAO rice-growing mission 

SEGOU had just produced a study of the plain; 
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- secondly, that the failure of the State-owned company SONETRA had 

caused certain works (civil engine~ing structures and dykes) 

executed by the Agricultural Engineering Department to be put 

under the management of the authorities; the cost of this work, 

estimated at FM 35 million, was to be financed from the MOPTI 
regional development tax. 

Although the Agricultural Engineering Department considered that a 

sum of FM 35 million would be sufficient to open up the plain to 

productive use, the Commission, adopting a more cautious attitude, 

continued to hold the work at Sarantomo-Sine in suspense. 

However, the Agricultural Engineering Department was able to complete 

only part of the work in 1970. 

Furthermore, execution of contracts 5 and 6 "SFEDTF" and "SOCOJ.! ... RAN" 

and the opening of invitation to tender no 929 demonstrated the 

inadequacy of the overall budget, thus confirming the fearp expressed 

by the Commission. Consequently, in a letter (7214/CN) of 21 

September 1971 the Commission's refresentative declared that owing 

to the higher cost of the Farako scheme, the work at Sarantomo-Sine 

would be abandoned, and the area covered by Dioro III was extended 

by 800 ha. 

The cost of the project (3 888 930 u.a.) reached that level owing to 

the following factors: 

- inadequate study of the plains and, in particular, failure to 

analyse the results of the FAO rice-growing mission SIDOU, 

especially with regard to torography and ·the siting of the canal 

at Farako; 

- devaluation of the ~1ali franc on 12 August 1969; 

- substantial increase, before the contracts were drafted and during 

execution, in the unit prices of the work; 

- recourse to Frivate enterprise rather than the authorities for the 

clearance and ploughing work. 
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In connexion with the Farako development, the Audit Board notes 

that both for the SOCOFRM~ contract (earth-moving and masonry 

work) and for the SATOH contract (clearance and r:loughing) the 

time-limits were not observed and penalties were calculated on 

the amount of work remaining to be done rather than on the value 

of the contract and that moreover partial accept~mces did not 

appear to have been made. In this connexion the Commission would 

point out firstly that a distinction should be dravvn betv;een, 

fir~tly, the original time-limits and the extended time-limits 

made necessary by the execution of essential additional work and, 

secondly, the multiple difficulties encountered in the course of 

execution. In the case in point, the time overruns related mainly 

to additional work. In application of Article 16 of the 

srecial terms and conditions the rate of r-enal ties :;::rovid.ed for 

in the contract was not altered in view of the low value of the 

work remaining to be done and the fact that it had no effect on 

bringing the major r.art of the plain into cultivation. 

\iith regard to the work on clearance and rloughing, the Commi3sion 

emphasizes that partial accept.::mces were made in thE' normal vJay. 

It should be remembered that for this type of work each acce}tance 

of parcels of land that have been scythed clear or mowed or 

ploughed is deemed to be a final acceftance (Art. 15 of the sreci&l 

terms and conditions). For t!1is reason a :ninute of accertance for 

the work executed durine the month was attached to each monthly 

statement of account. 
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f) On-the-srot audit of investment rrojects in Madagascar (p. 22) ------------------------------------------------------
Compatibility of the investment projects with national budget resources, 

from the point of view of the financing of recur~ing charges, and the 

availability of local or expatriate personnel is a constant and priority 

concern of the Commission's deJ:.:artments. 

However, ar~lication of this princirle does not exclude the risk of 

conflict arisin3 from the demands of governments, one of the major 

concerns of governments being to ensure respect for their sovereignty. 

It is impossible for the Commission to cast doubt on assurances given 

by governments in this matter. Too often, in fact, attempts by the 

Commission to secure moderation in the planning of projects are inter

rreted as a desire to impose investment projects on governments "on 

the cheap". 

This basic consideration is especially significant in the case of 

Hadagascar, bearing in mind that that country has had a revolution 

bringing about a rrofound change in its structure and is at present 

experiencing a serious economic crisis accompanied by galloring inflation 

and a massive exodus of foreigners who hitherto had helped to maintain 

economic activity on the ''Grand Ileq. 

The observations made by the Audit Board \vith regard to one :rroject 

or another and the replies these observations presuppose must be viewed 

in the light of the foregoing. 

The present situation in Madacascar gives rise to every kind of problem 

which will be difficult - even impossible - to overcome in the immediate 

future. 'rhe Commis~=;ion is pleased that, on the occasion of this 

on-the-sJ:.ot audit, the Audit Board has been able to appreciate the 

extent and the diversity of the rroblems facing the Commission. 

The Commission regularly adjust the formulas for price revision in 

order to make them as realistic as possible and suited to each project. 
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However, since the general terms and conditions define only the 

principle, the price revision clause is the subject of negotiation 

for each contract awarded. ThiR does not mean that the government 

in question accepts the Commission's proposals in every case. 

In the case of Project No 211.016.06 relating to the Afgoi-Baidoa road 

in Somalia, the rather unrealistic price revision clause v.;as im:posed 

by the World Bank which was co-financing the project to the extent of 

82 5b. 

II. Linked technical assistance (Faint 117, p. 24) 

b) ~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~E~~~~-~~-~~~~!~~-=-~~~j~~~-~~ 
~2~~22§!2~ (p. 24) 

The Commission h~s had occasion to describe to the Audit Board the 

shortcomings of the consultancy firm which had been commissioned to 
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undertake this study. In particular, the Commission indicated that 

erroneous estimates by the consultancy firm had resulted in a 128 % 
cost overrun on the project at the opening of the tenders. 

These grounds for complaint, clearly notified to the firm on the 

occasion of the opening of tenders for the equipment, which took place 

on 2 July 1971, led the Somalian authorities to cancel the contract 

and to demand that the firm should fulfil its duties in the matter of 

Froviding architectural documents. Since the services rendered were 

judeed to be inadequate, it was decided to withhold payment of the 

outstanding balance of 15 000 u.a. The work of preparing specification 

files relating to civil engineering work essential to continuance of 

the project and necessary for completing the architectural studies was 

awarded to another firm at a cost of 119 000 u.a. 

It is true that signature of the financing agreement for this tea 

project did not take place until eight years after the start of studies 

and research into tea-growing in 1966 (not 1956). The long delay is 

exrlained by the fact that nothing of this kind had been attempted in 

Madagascar before 1966. It '.vas therefore necessary to carry out 

thorough studies and research into the behaviour of indigenous and 

imported plants, the selection of which for high productivity is a 

process stretching over many years. 

The timing of the work and research undertaken was in keeping with the 

classical agronomical and technical ar;proach used when a new theory is 

being introduced. This research was the indis.t-·ensable link, the 

sine qua non, on which the entire development of tea-growing was to 

be based. The time needed to obtain reliable results might have been 

greater than it actually was (10 years). At the very best it would 

have been possible to submit the planting plan to the executive author

ities in 1972 (instead of 1973) if the I-ialagasy administration had 

not been slow in making known its views on the experts' findings and 

the revision of the plan, both of which were submitted in April 1972. 
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c) ~~~~~~~-!~~-:~~~~-~~-~~~-2~~~~~~-~!~~~~~-3~E~~~!~_:_t~~J~~~-~~ 
~2~!22~!2~ (p. 25) 

The observations made in connexion with the project relating to the 

studies for roads in the Central African Republic call for the follow

ing comments: 

Whereas the financing agreement had provided for localized im:r·rovements 

to roads 1, 2, 3, 6 and 9, the Central African Government considered 

it preferable to effect a programme of continuous imrrovemont. 

This desire was reflected in the conclusion of a su~plementary sctedule 

to the financing aereement, without any alteration bein0 made to the 

overall budget for the project which remained at CFAF 75 million. 

This modification was justified in view of the more comrlete nature 

of the studies to be undertaken and the fact that the average cost 

per kilometre studied, CFAF 169 000, was in line with the normal cost 

for this tyfe of service at this time. 

The substantial delays occurrinc at each stabe of execution of these 

studies were the result fartly of dilatoriness by the ad~inistration 

and partly of the need to conclude a second SUfplementary schedule to 

take account of the increase in the volume of service rendered. 
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The consultancy firm could not be penalized for defects and events 

which were not its fault. This was why only the delays connected 

with presentation of the final study were penalized, by afplying a 

penalty corresponding to 6.6 % of the contract. 

Although it is true that this preliminary study has not yet resulted 

in any road-building projects, it is possible that use may be made of 

it in connexion with Route Nationale No 2 following the decision by 

the Economic Commission for Africa to route the trans-Africa highway 

via Bangassou and Bambari along this line of road. 

d) ~~~~:~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~-~~~~~~:~~~~E~~~-:~~~-~~-~~~~-: 
~:~J~~!-~~~-~22~22~!2~-~~~-~222!~~2!2~!2~ (p. 26) 

The Audit Board makes two observations about these two road projects 

in Togo: 

- that substantial deterioration of the roadway was discovered shortly 

after provisional acceptance, mru<ing it necessary to repair and 

strengthen the drunaged sections; 

- that it was unwise to entrust SUfervision of the construction work 

to the firm that had carried out the studies. 

~ith regard to the first observation, it must be pointed out that this 

road, which was designed and built on the basis of the projected traffic 

flow and the types of vehicle likely to use it, had to carry, at the 

heiGht of the rainy season, an unusual and unforeseen flow of overloaded 

lorries transporting food supplies from the port of Lorn~ to the 

drought-stricken countries of the Sahel~ 

In addition, tests carried out by the National Laboratory of Benin 

revealed poor compaction of the road bed and inadequate lateral 

drainage. It w~s possible later, by making good these defects and 

at the same time strengthening certain sections, to accommodate the 

increased traffic flow. It should be noted that the contractor had 

to bear the cost of the compaction work, whilst the improvement work 

on drainage necessitated a supplementary commitment of 108 000 u.a. 

for the project. 
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As to the Audit Board's second point, the Commission considers that 

this procedure, which is the one in general use by national and inter

national organizations, has practical and economic advantages. Firstly, 

supervision of the work is performed by engineers thoroushly faadliar 

with the terrain and with the specifications and techniques of the 

project and secondly the fact that they are already on site means that 

savings can be made in the cost of their services. 

In the event, this procedure has not given bad results, when one 

considers the cost of the road (CFAF 10.2 million, or about 37 000 u.a., 

per km in all) and the time taken for completion. 
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e) Porto Novo-Yoko-Fobe road in Benin - Froject No 212.107.22 (p. 26) ----------------------------------------------------------
Co-ordination of Community aid and Nigerian aid was not possible in 

this case oVJinc; to the unforeseeable and extremely rapid decision of 

the Governments of 1\igeria .and Benin to build a direct link betv1een 

the two countries. 

This line of this road traverses the coastal dunes and lagoons and 

construction was difficult and very expensive; the main aim was to 

t;ive Iliseria access to the :r;ort of Cotonou. 

Continued research into tea-growing in Madagascar (ab~eement no 335) 

should have been financed by the Hala.:;asy =::conomic Jevelo l·ment Fund 

from Nove:nber 196S. As a result of bud[;et restrictions, the author

ities announced in February 1969 that they were unable to finance 

this o1.:eration. 

This failure by the administration to meet its obligations compelled 

the Commission to finance, tlrrough the second EJF, a contract negotiated 

with retroactive effect from 1 Kovember 1968 in order to allovJ the 

oreration to continue. 

III. Emergency aid and excey,tional aid (Foint 118, p. 27) 

The Commission does not share the !\udit Board's view that 11 these orerations 

still do not rrovide all desirable guarantees of sound manaeement and 

effectiveness''. 

These o~erations, which arc financed either from the Commission's budget 

or from EDF ar.~·ror:riations, are surrounded with guarantees sufficient to 

ensure their sound manage:·:1ent. Overall, the operations proceeded normally 

and the Audit Board acknowledged that "on the whole the 1=roduction of the 

surrorting documents required for clearance was satisfactory'~ (see pat:;e 

108 of Volume I of the 1975 report). 
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Of course, for certain special cases such as those mentioned below the 

Audit Board's remarks are valid, but in the Commission's view it is wrong 

to generalize from these cases. In many countries control of manace.nent 

and utilization has been organized with scrur-ulous care and ir:ll·-lernented 

very satisfactorily. The substantiating documents are available for 

ex~nination by the audit bodies, either on the srot or in Brussels. 

- ~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~-~~~~-=-~~9~~~~-~~-222~!222!22!~~ 
(p. 27) 

Article 20 of the association convention stipulates that utilization 

of exceptional aid must conform to the allocations officially decided 

upon and must take rlace under the best economic conditions poasible. 

However, owing to the urgency with which action must be taken by the 

Commission in Oferations of thi,s sort, it is not always possible to 

observe the normal rules governing the financing of projects. 
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Although the recipient of exceptional aid is the government, it was 

the Hinistry of Public Health which actually received the funds granted 

and hence should have observed the 11 joint agreement'' entered into 

between the Commission and the Government. In the present case the 

Commission had specified the modes of allocation of this aid to combat 

cholera, but Chad did not·respect its obligation to consult the 

Commission's refresentative on the subject of the planned use of the 

CFAF 28 million granted. These funds were transferred to a special 

Treasury account Of·ened in the name of the Y..'Tinistry of Public Health 

and not to the Commission's account with the paying agent 

paying office of the Central Fund for Econo:nic Co-oreration. If they 

had been transferred to the latter account, drawings from the appropria

tion would have automatically required the prior approval of the 

Commission's representative. 

Similarly, and in contravention of the directives issued, which stipulate 

that a~proximately 60 ~{; of the funds should be used for the purchase of 

anti-cholera drugs, nearly 48 % of the finance granted was used for the 

purchase of Land ~overs for transporting the mobile medical teams. 

Despite copious correspondence from the Commission and representations 

by the Commission's agent, it unfortunately ~roved impossible to prevail 

Ufon the authorities to submit a refort on the utilization of the funds 

granted. 

In justification of their failure to fulfil their obligations, the Chad 

officials responsible invoked political reasons, especially the fact 

that in the case of international aid organized by other countries, 

particularly by Arab countries like Libya for .example, no obligation 

was imposed on the Chad Government to supply "documents" showing the 

results of the struggle against the disaster of cholera. 

With regard 

Audit Board 
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to exceptional 
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Niger, the Commission can show the 

prepared by the Ministry of Economic, 

which was forwarded to it by the 
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This document shows that receipt of cereals at the distribution points 

took place as follows: 

wheat - scheduled quantity: 10 000 tonnes 

received at Dosso 

" " Niamey ,, fl Agades 
If " Maradi 
!I " Tahova 
" rt Zinder 

total .............. 

900.000 tonnes 
3132.540 tonnes 
999.600 tonnes 

1530.666 tonnes 
1756.080 tonnes 
1500.000 tonnes 

9818.886 tonnes 
=============== 
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This wheat ;;vas distributed free at arrondissement level by voluntary 

organizations set up by the local pr~fets. The cost of carriage to 

Niger and from centres in the departement to the arrondissements was 

covered by the proceeds of sale of the flour. 

wheat flour - scheduled quantity: 3311 tonnes 

quantity received: 3098.222 tonnes, of which 

1764.668 tonnes was weevil-infested or damp. 

Because of these losses, the authorities did not distribute the flour 

free but decided to sell it in order to cover the costs of transport 

and distribution; the damaged flour was sold, at different prices 

according to the degree of usability of the product, to Copra-Niger 

v.;hich has a monoroly for the imp9rt and wholesale distribution of 

wheat flour. 

The net proceeds of sale of the 1329.554 -!:onnes of good flour and the 

1764.668 tonnes of weevil-infested or damp flour, after deduction of 

Copra-Niger's margin, was CFAF 102 608 177. 

Although the credit of CFAF 39 000 000 granted may have been authorized 

for payment on presentation of an invoice for 4156.9 tonnes of wheat 

and flour, the Commission finds nothing reprehensible in this procedure, 

in view of the fact that what was involved were commodities delivered 

under the Community's food aid scheme, that is to say as part of a 

humanitarian operation, and that, moreover, the Community had the 

assurance of the control exercised by its local representative. 

The documents in support of payments under the head of exceptional aid 

to Senegal were, it is true, submitted rather late, owing to difficulties 

with the Senegalese authorities about the preparation of files in 

support of payments. In this connexion, the Commission wishes to draw 

attention to the efficiency of the E~F delegation at Dakar which has 

been very conscientious in clearing this operation. Thanks to their 
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considerable efforts the project was closed with a saving of CFAF 

4 806 568. The Commission is now in possession of these files and 

summary statements and will for·,-Jard them to the Audit Board if the 

latter wishes. 

'Nith regard to the reorganization of the groundnut price stabilization 

fund, the Senegalese authorities have been asked to Frovide information 

about these measures. The details will be passed ~o the Audit Board 

as soon as they are received. 

IV. General technical co-o;teration (Feint 119, p. 29) 

a) ~~~~~~:~~~~~-~~~-!:~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ (p. 29) 

The new financial procedure for administering scholarships was instituted 

a few years ago in order to put an end to the delay which was regularly 

occurring in clearance of the quarterly accounts. 
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The present system has made it possible to absorb this delay and to 

simplify audit of the files, both for the Commission and for the Audit 

Board. In its last report the Audit Board expressed its satisfaction 

at the improvements obtained as a result of the introduction of this 

reform. Of course, administration of the scholarships by the annual 

system means that clearance of the advances does not take place globally 

until the end o! the academic year, but this is a minor drawback if 

care is taken to adjust, on the occasion of each quarterly supply of 

funds, the amount of the advances to the real needs of the administering 

bodies, i.e. if account is taken of their liquidity balances. 

The Commission therefore considers, contrary to the criticisms expressed 

by the Audit Board on the subject of clearance of the advances, that 

the system introduced in October 1972 is perfectly valid r.rovided that 

cash resources are adjusted to needs and that an effort is made to clear 

the advances granted as rapidly as possible. 

With regard to the distribution by country of commitments and :payments, 

it should be pointed out that until October 1972 the scholarship pro

gramme was annual and was the subject of· .. a global financing proposal 

submitted to the EDF Committee. It was only for the purpose of 

charging the definitive expenditure by country or territory that charging 

was effected at the end of each academic year. Since the scholarsl1ip 

programme became multi-annual in October 1972 the award of a scholarship 

by the Commission has entailed commitment of an amount corresponding to 

the total duration of the studies charged immediately against the quota 

of the recipient country. 

Under this new scheme each country or territory receives an allocation 

for its training programme which can in no case be exceeded. 

The scholarship awarded to a student from Burundi which entailed his 

following a course in Nairobi (Kenya) is an isolated case of disregard 

of the 1~rovisions of Article 9 of Regulation No 229/72 which was y,rompted 

by a request from the Burundi Government. In any case the spirit of 

Article 9 of Regulation No 229/72 was res}:•ected in that the Cominission 
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made sure that the training of this Burundian was given under the most 

effective and logical conditions. Furthermore, the cost of the 

scholarship was less than if the scholarship-holder had had to pursue 

his studies in Europe. 

It is true that the administrative expenses incurred in running the 

scholarships and training courses are dealt with in a separate accounting 

system in the case of the EAC. The system of reimbursement on the 

basis of actual expenditure was adopted by the EAC because it was the 

system best suited to its financial organization. 

fhe Audit Board states that some items of expenditure relating to the 

year 1974/75 seem to have no connexion with the administration of 

scholarships and training courses (entertainment expenses, purchase 

of flowers and books, subsidy to the "I·'!aison Africaine" in Brussels). 

The Commission points out that these expenses are the result of author

izations granted to the EAC to take account of certain situations, 

namely: 

- marriage between scholarship-holders 

- meals offered to scholarship-holders on their arrival 
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- gift of an educational book on Belgium to every student successfully 

comr.leting his studies 

- financial assistance to the !'Maison Africaine'' (Bfrs 10 per meal and 

Bfrs 30 per guest) in parallel to that granted by the Belgian social 

services and others to cover the services it rjrovides, princi:pally 

at the time of large-scale arrivals of students and trainees who are 

given accommodation until they can find lodgings. This f.rocedure 

means that it is possible to dispense with recourse to hotels for 

the three days following arrival, which is the normal rrocedure. 

The defects found in the BAC's cash management were the result of cash 

advances made for the organization of symposia. Thus the absence of 

the balance of Bfrs 15 400 from the cash book was caused by the granting 

of an advance by the EAC to the department resronsible for education, 

training and symposia for the organization of a symposium in Strasbourg. 

Although the documents in support of exy:enditure \'iere rassed to the 

paying department in good time, the related receivable orders were late 

in being drawn up owing to difficulties in clearing the docu~ents. 

Although reimbursement of the balance was indeed late in being recorded, 

it should be pointed out that the sum mentioned was paid in to the 

accounts derartment correctly. 

However that may be, :t:·eriodical cash audits are carried out and at the 

end of each financial year the cash balance is paid back to the Bank 

and the cash book is examined by the auditor. 

The training courses manag~d by the EAC are in fact traininG scholarships 

awarded for the purpose of giving advanced training or retraining to 

nationals from Associated States. They are held in educational or 

training establishments. On the other hand, the training courses 

organized by the Commission are information courses reserved principally 

for students at the end of their studies before their entry into working 

life. These training courses are given within the actual departments 

of the Commission. For the past year the Commission has no longer 

been awarding r.·laces on training courses to AASH natioEals out of its 
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own budget, consider1ng that it should be the responsibility of the 

EDF to finance any places that may be awarded on training courses in 

Commission departments to nationals of ACP States. 

With regard to the organization of scholarships and training courses, 

and in particular registration in various schools and universities in 

Belgium, the only difficulties encountered by the EAC relate to the 

ULB, which requires that applications for admission should be submitted 

by June at the latest. Since this is the time when the baccalaureat 

examinations are being held in the African States, it is obvious that 

this requirement cannot be met. The Commission cannot agree with the 

statement that the majority of EDF scholarship-holders are affected by 

this, bearing in mind that except in one or two cases the admission 

applications have always been looked at, even if, as has sometimes 

happened, the files do not arrive until December. 

Since the EAC took over the administration of scholarships, i.e. since 

1 February 1974, each file r~s shown the results of the examinations 

of the first and second sessions. 
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Checks are regularly carried out at the educational establishments 

to ensure that the students have been attending their courses. In 

the case mentioned by the Audit Board it became apparent from the 

attendance check that the scholarship-holder in question was no lont;er 

pursuing the course for which he had been registered. 

The Audit Board's suggestion th~t the scholarships granted should be 

matched to the training needs entailed by the investment projects 

financed by the EDF is wholeheartedly supported by the Commission. 

Since the multi-annual programme ca~ne into operation, efforts have 

been made with this object in mind to persuade the governments of 

Associated States to consider the employment needs created by the 

investment projects completed on their territory. 

1. ~!~~-~~~-~~~~!~~!~-~~~~~~~~~-~!~~-!!~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~ 
stands 

Since the commencement of the Community programme, stand construction 

firms have been chosen from among those concerns best able to :provide 

the types of work and service required at the right prices. 

Since that time, in view of the.special characteristics of each 

exhibition and the rapidity with which the Commission departments 

responsible for organizing the ... various trade fairs have to organize 

and comr;lete the various ope~_-tions involved, it has been judged 

more efficient and less expensive to conclude contracts on a private 

basis with the few specialist firms in the Member States which have 

already done work for some of the Associated African States. 

Despite the rise in the cost of labour (which may be put at around 

40 %) and construction materials (about 80 9~), the costs for con

struction of stands have increased by only 27 % over four years. 

The invitations to tender issued since the end of 1975 for the 

purpose of obtaining even more advantageous prices has only confirmed 

the correctness of the choice of construction firms previously 

engaged by the Commission. 
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Of the 20 stand construction companies recommended by the exhibition 

directorates and consulted again, and of the 30 publishing firms 

consulted in the Member States for the printed matter, it turned 

out that the lowest-quoting companies were those that had already 

provided services - which they had done, incidentally, to the total 

satisfaction of the recipient States. 
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Since 1973 the Commission has asked eight companies, from all l1Iember 

States, to organize an average of sixteen commercial exhibitions, 

i.e. about two exhibitions per company, the orders being worth about 

Bfrs 4 000 000 per year; this can hardly be called a monopoly. 

As the States receiving Community aid in connexion with fairs and 

exhibitions do not forward their complete lists of products to be 

exhibited until· a very late stage and.in view of the fact that the 

centres of decision-making are far distant and that administrative 

delays occur, the Commission's departments have been com:relled to 

use round-sum estimates, calculated on the basis of past exrerience. 

These lists are naturally discussed in the light of the list of 

exhibiting States and of the products and equirment to be exhibited. 

3· ~~~~~~~~-!~~~ (p. 31) 

·.1ith regard to the suprly of 700 m2 of carpeting for the r:inshasa 

Fair, the Commission can provide the Audit Board with all the relevant 

supporting documents if the latter so wishes. 

The price of a stand 1er square metre of ground occuried has no 

significance since the area covered by stand does· not corres:rond to 

the area rented: there may be substantial differences between the 

two. 'Jhat should be co:npared are the prices per stand, that is to 

say per unit of product dis1-lay. 

The table below shows that the real price disparities ~e far le~3S 

great. 
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Total price Price per Price per 
Exhibition in 1975 stand in stand in 

(Bfrs) 1973 (Bfrs) 1975 (Bfrs) 

International fair, 
Gdteborg 1 379 650 297 823 229 941 
ANUGA 2 642 265 245 317 330 283 

I International fair, Hilan 2 193 900 158 307 219 390 
I International fair, Trieste 1 482 600 192 000 370 650 
I International fair, 
I Harseilles 1 973 160 245 448 246 660 
I International fair, 
f Algiers 1 863 660 342 742 186 360 

International dalon of 
Leather 1 148 968 195 8o6 229 793 
International fair, 
Kinshasa 2 250 000 250 000 203 210 

. Trade fair, Brussels 2 662 475 187 692 190 176 
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In fact, the unit prices per stand are substantially the sane, if 

it is borne in mind that the price includes in some cases, apart 

from the actual construction of the stand, the cost of hirine; items 

such as espresso coffee machines, equipment for wine-tasting, :public 

relations operations, fashion shows, drinks for Associated States' 

Day, entries in the exhibition catalogue, purchase of exhibitors' 

cards, parking cards, etc. 

The idea of designing a standard stand has been studied on several 

occasions but has not been taken ur) ov;ing to the una1 te.rable timetable 

of exhibitions which prevents the re-use of materials exce:rt in 

exceptional cases. In the Community's overall programme: 

- eight exhibitions are held in April-Hay 

- eight exh~bitions are held in September-October 

In addition, since the fairs, and particularly the S}-ecialist 

exhibitions, are very heterogeneous in nature - and this includes 

the way the products are displayed - the use of standard ty1~es of 

stand would be almost impossible. 

6. Findings of the Audit Board at on-the-Sl)Ot audits (pp. 31-32) 
--~------~--------~--------~----------~----------

The orders given to the construction firms in connexion with the 

Hiian and Brussels fairs were not comr~lied with as far as the su};ply 

·of certain materials was concerned, it is true. This exceptional 

situation arose from the fact that after the issue of invitations 

to tender and the time allowed by the ACFC for givine an opinion the 

construction firms selected did not receive firm orders from the 

Commission's departments until twelve days before the opening of 

·the exhibition, a period which was obviously too short to allow them 

to supply materials made to order in time. 
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V. General and technical SUfervision (Point 120, p. 32) 

~~~~~~!~-~!_!~~-~~2 (p. 32) 

It is true that there has been some delay in closing the accounts of the 

European Association for Co-operation (EAC). This is due to the fact 

that the December accounts of the imprests kept by the local representatives 

have not been arriving in Brussels until the end of January or even the 

end of February. 

It is therefore very difficult to finalize closure of the accounts by 

28 February so that the EDF accounting staff can in turn integrate them 

into their records by 31 March, the date by which the EDF balance sheet 

and revenue and expenditure account must be sent to the Audit Board. 

This situation might deteriorate still further with the increase in the 

number of delegations in the newly-associated English-speru(ing countries. 
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t,or this reason the Commission has been reviewing the problem of the 

management and clearance of il!lprests with a view to facilitating presenta

tion of the EAC accounts within the time allo~ed. A directive has now 

been r;repared, in co-ordination with the Commission's departments and its 

local representatives. The new instructions will come into force from 

the beginning of 1977. Heanwhile some measures have ·been introduced 

immediately, with the aim of removing the delays. 

be informed of these new arrangements. 

The Audit Board will 

1. The Audit Board's ccmrc.ents are correct. Hov:ever, in order fully to 

appreciate the situation and what lies behind it, one must bear in mind 

the particular circumstances attaching to the recruitment of the a~ent 

mentioned by the Audit Board. 

This agent \ri'as recruited on 11 Harch 1974 as an assistant to the ~JF 

supervisor in Upr..;·er Volta and as a liaison officer between the Permanent 

Inter-State Committee for Drought Control and the resident supervisors 

in the Sahelian region. 

Since the person in question desired to become a Community official, 

it was stated in the special clauses of his contract that Articles 23 

to 26 of the general claus~s relating to termination of service would 

not be applied if the agent became an official. 

All the circumstances seemed to indicate that recruitment into the 

Commission's service would be able to take place on 1 Barch 1975. 
The person was therefore given permission to leave Upper Volta on 13 

February 1975 and to take the leave to which he was entitled until 
I 

17 April 1975· 

By that date the administrative procedures for his recruitment had still 

not been completed: his ap1ointment as an official was delayed for 

medical reasons. 
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In this situation two solutions were open: 

- to terminate his contract as an agent and thus to break all his 

contractual links with the EAC until he was actually appointed; 

- to place him on temporary assignment in Europe. 

The first solution would have entailed paying him compensation for 

termination of contract, because since termination of contract would 

not have coincided with his appointment as an official the exemrtion 

from Articles 23 to 26 of.the general clauses mentioned above would 

not have been operative. 

It was for this reason it was judged preferable and more economical to 

place the agent on temporary assignment during the short period preceding 

his appointment. 

The administrative difficulties connected with the appointment of this 

agent subsequently proved to be more serious than expected, delaying 

his appointment still further. 
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Faced with these unforeseeable and quite exceptional delays, the 

Commission decided to replace the agent's initial contract with a 

special - and less costly - contract taking effect from 1 November 

1975. Four months later the agent was a:pr·ointed a temporary official 

in the service of the Commission. 

2. The circumstances in which a Commission official of grade B/3 was 

appointed to EAC headquarters staff at grade A/5 v!ere as follows: 

After sitting a Commission entrance examination for principal adminis

trators, the official in question was informed by the Directorate

General for Personnel and Administration that the selection committee 

was satisfied with his :rerformance and had recommended him for a 1:;ost 

as principal administrator in connexion with lecal questions, financial 

and budgetary ::;:roblems and general administration. ;rhe name of this 

candidate was therefore listed with a view to his subsequent ariointment 

to a post at the aprropriate level. 

After a lapse of four months, the candidate was informed that all the 

vacant I,osts of grade A 5/4 had since been filled. As a result, he 

accepted a temporary post in category B in Nay 1974 on the understanding 

that this was only a provisional measure entailed by regrettable circum

stances. 

However, because the apr.ointment of new grade A officials was temporarily 

suspended in 1975, this official found himself remaining in grade B 

whilst performing the duties of a grade A official. This haprened in 

spite of r~peated efforts by the director-general responsible to obtain 

a grade A a}::pointment for him. 

At the end of 1975 a post of principal administrator (A/4) was offered 

to this official by the European Vocational Training Centre in Berlin. 

However, he preferred to accept the post at EAC headquarters which he 

occupies today. 

The explanation for the payment by the EAC for the month preceding his 

leave on personal grounds {1 April) is as follows: 
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a) This official accepted the post with the EAC referred to above on 

18 February 1976. In view of the necessity that he should commence 

his duties as soon as possible, he agreed to start work on 1 April 

1976, after being given a verbal assurance by his directorate-general 

that there was no objection to his doing so. 

b) For administrative reasons the official was unable to obtain his 

leave on personal grounds until· 1 :Hay 1976. As he had accumulated 

an entitlement to 25 days' leave and the EAC was insisting that he 

should start work as soon as possible~ he used these days of leave 

to start work with the EAC at the beginning of April 1976. 
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The EAC is an association governed by Belgian law and for that reason 

is obliged to apply the Belgian laws on contracts of emf·loyment and 

also the legislation relating to social security. Since it is 

independent of the Commission, the EAC cannot take into account leave 

not taken from the Commission. 

On the other hand the EAC is obliged to remunerate the agent for all 

work done. Guided by this principle, moreover, the EAC pays every 

agent leaving the Association for any holiday entitlement that may 

remain due to him even if that agent ·is enterinG the service of the 

Commission. 
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